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POLICE JUDGES' —
Alsislaii.Attersey Geatral Saye
They Cast Try Concealed
Weapon Cases.
When the General Assembly
01 1914 added the penalty of di.-
franchisement to the first con-
viction for 'carrying concealed a
deadly weapon, it thereby in-
creued the penalty beyond the
jurisdiction of the Magistrates
and Polices Judges, in the 'opin-
ion of Assistant Attorney Gener-
al M. M, Logan. A number of
Magistrates have requested en-
lightment on the effect of the
law.
The limit of jurisdiction for
Magistrates and Police Judges
in misdemeanor cases is :10 days
In jail and $100 fine. They have
jurisdiction to try all cases in
which the penalty perscribed is
within that limit. The penalty
for first conviction for carrying
concealed a deadly weapon is $25
to $100 fine and 10 to 30 days
in jail, but added to this is tilt
automatic penalty of disfran-
chiaement for two years.
In the opinion of Mr. Logan
the very fact that the penalty
--automatically attaches when
-judgement of sentence is pro-
nounced, lifts the offense above
the jurisdiction of Magistrates
courts.
Mr. Logan in his opinion fol-
lows the dicition of the Court
of Appeals in the case
from Owensboro, in the fine im-
posed on an alleged diSorderly
house keeping was less than the
amount, which would give the
Court of Appeals jurisdiction,
but in which that court did take
jurisdiction because the verdict
and judgement carried with
them an order for the sheriff tO
forcibly abate the nuisance, thus
extending the penalty beyond
the mere imposition of the fine.
Following the same course of
reasoning, he believes that the
disfranchisement for two years
is a palpable extension of the
penalty in "pistol toting" cases,
and the limit of the jurisdiction
of the inferior courts being
full acruftuonndantyi,leof otutlookk 
most
BEGKHAm youla ST ANLErt
kety in the Jones' Mill section
and In Southwest Calloway. A
scope of country down there has
had fairly good rains. But to
the east, west and north of Ha-
zel the acreage of good tobacco
will be very small. He found! Former Governor J. C. W.much tobacco ilyintk on the hill, eckha.n, democratic candidateand learned that the plant beds, for United States Senator, andwere so dry a lighted match who will address the voters ofwould destroy them. Hazel Calloway county at the Wood-N 0 w s. ruff Opera House in Murray Sat.-41b •
LIQUOR RECORD UP TO VIEW
tirday at 1 o'cieck, spoke to aSheriff Patterson Wounds Mae.
_ large audience in Paducah Tues-
Sheriff Patterson last riatur- day night of thia. week. The
dayshot Walter Hale through News-Democrat ot that city in
the leg at a barbecue and fish giving account of his speeck
fry at Pine Bluff. Deputy Sher- says Beckham fairly riddled
Stanley and convinced his la
audience that Stanley was the
candidate of the liquor trust.
Go out Saturday and hear Gov.
Beckham tell the voters of Cal-
loway about Mr. Stanley's rea
cord. The account of the Padu•
eah speaking as given by the
News-Democrat is as follows:
"The major portion of ex-Gov-
ernor .1. C. W. Beckham's pre-
primary speech, delivered to
hundreds of men and women in
the circuit court room, of the
county court howe last night,
was given over to explaining
that the real fight for the Deme
ocratic nomination of the Uuited
States Senate from Kentucky
lies between him and the advo-
cates of prohibition on one side
and Congressman A. 0. Stanley
and the Liquor Trust.
He insinuated the/ Gov- J. B.
McCreary, the other candidate,
stood little chante to win the
nomination, except as an alter-
native of the liquor interests In
case they thought, which he be-
lieved they did, that they could
not defeat him (Beckham) with
Stanley. He contended that
Stanley, in his speeches being
made here and there about the
• state, sought to raise a false is-
sue, that of the railroad rate
question, to distract attention of
'the voters from the real issue,
ater. thet of prohibition and the de-
uisville, feat of the liquor interests. He
ered with pointed out that Stanley was the
ralgic Head-lhenchmen of the "Great Ken=
onths without tucky trust," as he expressed it
used Sloan's Lint- -the liquor trusts. He saidclearly defined as to the amount ment fort ,ree nights and, that "the liquor interests haveof fine and term of imprison-land have oe been othered with had Stanley out waging a cam-ment, the extension of the pen-my head since." t a bottle!paign for more than a year."alty deprives them altogether srf today. Keep in the house all He pointed out that Stanley'sjurisdiction. (the time for pains and all hurts. campaign was given over to bit-County Judges were lifted out 2 c. 50c and $lo 0, at your drug- ter and vindicative attacks uponof this class by another act Of gist. him, and stated that he wanted- eating watermelon while enroute in tobacco land is slowly coming1914, which confers on them jur- Bucklen's Arnica Salve for all to call attention to the fact that here last Tuesday from St. Louis. up. Seasonable rains from nowisdiction in all misdemeanors. sores. no attacks were directed against This it is believed brought on on would insure a good cornIf this act is constitutional, Mr. 1 McCrearif. He intimated that the stroke. He was never able crop. Potatoes beans, peas. etc.Logan said a County Judge' 3ealll hi*" lt/bee Wheat Beres. this condition existed because to speak or move a limb after planted now would mature be-clearly has jurisdiction to tryl the liquor trust, Stanley and Mc- being stricken:A load of- wheat caught fire fore fall. We still have a chancecases of carrying concealed Creary were in league and they Dr. Palmore was a native of to raise a crop, except tobacco,Wednesday while the wheat wasdeadly weapons. 
had_planned to have  Stanley de- Fayette county, Tennessee, and is we  will_plant the seed. With :The -law, -extendia g being threshed on the- -farm of 
feathim-by-a-bitter-and- male- a graduate-a_Vanderbilt JJrth.45t. frost this counter.mayetdiction of-Ntinty Judges to in- Henrydictive eamp,aign, and let Mc- versitY•
SI( F • '
ton. A boy of Jim Thompson produce the crop. But we mustchide all misdemeanors, has fal- Creary have the nomination, as In 1908 he declined the honor plant seed and keep on planting.len under the suspicion of law- was driving his, farm to a load they thought they stood more of running for vice president In all probability we shall yetof wheat when the wheat took Iyers. because it excepts from its chance of putti rtes....hioi office on the National Prohibition have rains that will cause fresh_ possibly have lived but a few
jiquor trust, called him back to
try to keep it from being passed
Over the veto. He alleged that
Stanley then, under the goad of
the liquor trust, made a speech
before congress in which he de-
ared the Webb-Kenyon bill un-
nstitutional.
Whenever he spoke disparag-
ingly of the socalled liquor trust
and of Stanloy's subjection to
its interests, which was often,
he audience applauded, showing
plainly that the advocates of
prohibition in l'adncah had an-
ticipated that Beckham would
outline his platform as an anti-
liquor one and had turned out to
give him their support."
- - -
Annual District Conferencs.•
The annual district confer-
ence, Paris district, M. E.
Church, South, was convened
here Tuesday night with Eld.
L. D. Hamilton present and
presiding. About 200 delegates
and visitors attended the annual
meeting and quite a large vol-
ume of business connected with
the churches of the district was
dispatched. Rev. Bezzo preach-
ed the opening sermon and was-
heard by a large congregation.
Morning, afternoon and night
sessions are being held and the
meeting will continue through
Friday of this week.
ago he came to Paducah to rest
and in a few days went to Mur-
ray tO 1111111t relatives. There he -
entered a sanitarium and ap-
parently regained much of his uisessitios to Sit Tiebt Shown by
health and strength. He came Growers in Hopkiarritte
here two weeks ago to join his ' District.
family, thinking he might soon
return to work, but had been!
here but a few days when his
ailments seemed to renew them-
selves. Saturday he was too ill
to leave his bed and that night
he grew worse. Sunday morning
his condition was such that his
physician declared death was
quite near. He soon began to
sink and expired at the hour
stated. Deceased was born in
Paducah April 14, 1868. He was
a jovial, big hearted fellow and
his many friends in his native
city were shocked at his untime-
ly taking off.
••• • ••• - - — —
Bucklen's Antics Salve
For Cute, Burns, Sores.
Mrs. E. S. Loper, Marilla, N.
Y., writes, "I have
cut bu , wound or
not hea ' Get
Salve toda
times for
er had a
re it would
x of Arnica
eep handy at all
, Cuts,
wounds. Prevents Lockjaw. 25c
at your druggist.
Water Works forHazel
The water works project at
Hazel is taking definite shape.
The Hazel .News of' last week
says: Work will begin early
Monday morning on drilling a
well for the water works sys-
tem which is to be put in at
once by Claude Orr and A. E.
Roane. The well will be sunk
deep enough to give an ever-
lasting flow of good water. It
will be located on South Main
sy.eet.
RA. • •••.-
Brown's Cr.,..
HOLD TOBACCO
Hopkinsville, Ky , July 6.-
The same disposition of holders
of tobacco to sit tight and wait
developments was more strongly
in evidence during the past
eeek than at any time since the
drouth began to assume serious
proportions in this part of the
state. The dry conditions con-
tinue unabated and the reports
from the growing crops ;n 3ver
section is that the prospect It
very gloomy Naturally those
who have tobacco for sale from
last year's raising see higher
price in prospect, and they ara
not anxious to sell save at tha
figures they set
The pessimism as to the grow-
ing crop is not confined to the
farmers now, but the tobacco
men themselves share In it
One of the foremost dealers in
this city this week made the
prediction that at very best, and
counting on seasonable weather
from now until the crop matures
there could not possibly bef.,over
50 per cent of an average crop
grown. And, his prediction
continued, if the drouth is not
broken within a very short time
there will not be over one-fourth
to one-third of a crop This
comes from 'a man who buys
heavily every year and whose
interest it is to create as favora-
ble an impression as possible as
to V•otl coining crop Other det-
ers si.y practically the. e
thing.,
And already dealers see iiveiy
competition ahead when the new
crop does begin to move next
fall. With such a short crop
ready for sale and a demand
that has increased largely dur-
ing the past few years, the buy-
ers will be unusually anxious for
what is in sight Not since 1814,
has the crop been as short aoe
prices are_eecteci io bc 000st-
cal accordingly
There was little doing on this
market last week, either with
the Planters' Protective Associ-
ation or on the open market, due
to the stronger tone and dispo-
sition to withhold sales.
provisions County Courts of
counties, containing Circuit
Courts of continuous sessions. !
The constitution requires uni-
formity in this particular, and
this law as well as the questionl
of the jurisdiction of Magistra-
tes and Police Courts in the eon-I
eealed weapon cases, probtfbly
will be tested out.
- - ---
Thirty Per Cent, Tebacce Crop.
R. F. (Bob) Farmer, one of
the best known tobaCco men in
this section, has returned 'to
Hazel after a trip of inspection
of the tobacco crop in Calloway,
and stated Wednesday that the
crop would be only about 30 per
cent. of what it was last year.
gr. Farmer made a thorough
investigation, and in all dirsc-
Lions he found things in lsod
shape So f&r as the tobacco crop-
is coneerad.- He v:itited 100'
farms, and failed to And a good
-•••... •
•
UT Felix Bailey had arrested
Tom Hale when his brother,
Waltee, endeavored to interfere
with the officer when Sheriff
Patterson went to the deputy's
assistance and before order
could be restored Patterson shot
Hale. The wound was made
with a ?X) automatic Colt's re-
volver and is only a' slight flesh
Wound. Both of-the Hale boys
were arrested.
Han Your Child Worms?
Most children do. A Coated,
Furred Tongue; Strong Breath;
Stomach Pains; Circles under
Eyes; Nervous, Fretful; _Grind-
ing of Teeth; Pale, Sallow Com-
plexion; Tossing in Sleep• ecul-
iar Dreams-any one o ese in-
dicate Child has wo s. Get a
box of kapoa orm Killer at
once It worms - the
cause pf yo s condition.
Is laxative and aid Nature to
expel the worms. Supplied in
candy form, Easy for children
to take. • 25c, at your druggist.
Stops Neuralgia Kills Pain.
Sloan's Liniment gives instant
relief from Neuralgia or Sciatica.
It goes straight te the painful
part-Soothes the nerves and
Stops the Pain. It is also good
for Rheumatism, Sore Throat,
Chest Pains and Sprains,. You
don't need to rub-it pen
yr. J. R. Swinger,
Ky., w ites: s
quite a evere N
ache for eur
any relief.
fire, causing the team to run
away through the wheat field.
The boy escaped injury by jump-
ing from the wagon. The team,
a horse and mule, were badly
burned. The mule is not ex-
pected to live, but the horse
may recover. It took a lot of
hard work to urevent stables
and other property from burn-
ing.- Mayfield Messenger:.,
You're Mons and Costive'
Sick Headache, Bad Breath.
Sour Stomach, Furred Tongue
and Indigestion, Mean
B Bowels clogge
to t. Get
King,s
empty th
of „ler nti
A ful
gives a satisfied,
ing makes you feel fine
ective, yet mild. ,_Den't
25e, tats your druggist -
Bucklen'S Amite 'kits
- e-s os."burns. s 
Clean up
os box of Dr.
fe Pills today and
tornach and ,,bowels
gassy foods and
cwel movement
hankf
than Stanley.
Beckham said that Gov. Mc-
Creary was an "amiable old gen-
tleman" who was willing to run
!on almost any platform and was
!extremely accommodating, there-
!fore, the liquor interests could
get along very well with him.
In seeking to substantiate his
I claiins that Stanley was alliedwith the liquor cohorts of the
state and nation, the speaker as-
serted that he, (Stanley) was an
advocate of the community unit
law, as opposed to the county
unit law and that when the
'Webb-Kenyon bill, which was to
regulate the interstate liquor
traffic, was before the national
congress during the Taft admin-
istration, he fled fromWashing-
ton to avoid going on record as
an opponent of it. He affirmed
Stanley dodged that issue until
the bill, having passed both
houses and, under the Presiden*
veto, tame back to the House of
Representatives, his bosses, the
^
Abaci's Anneal Picnic.
The band boys of Almo will
oive their annual entertainment
and picnic at Almo Park on
Saturday, July 25. Fine music,
apeaking and refreshments will
be on the ground in abundance.
The boys aee preparing to make
the day one of real pleasure to
alt who attend.
Death of Rev. W. B. Palmore.
Riehmonds-Va., July S.-The
Rev. Dr. Wm. Beverly Palmore,
editor of the St. Louis Christian
Advocate, a Methodist publica-
tion died at the home of rela-
tives here today, following a
stroke of paralysis which he
sustained yesterday morning.
Dr. Palmore was made ill by
I Behold, there is nothing do-
ing in this neighborhood.
The dry weather is getting
dryer all the time.
The time to set tobacco is
pasts Corn is beginning to dry
up, pastures have given out and
stock water is scarce and gar-
dens have withered under the
glare of a pitiless sun.
But we are not disposed to
give up. Some will try plant-
ing between the rows so if the
the later rains are not in time
: for the old crop it will be in
'time .for everything planted
:NOW. Corn that was planted
ticket. The same spirit of mod: ly planted crops to spring up as
esty prompted him to refuse to if by magic.
allow his name to be presented •••••••
to the general conference of the Severe Attack of Colic Cured.
Methodist church for election to
the office of Bishop.
•••
Ehett L Mitchell Dead. —
Paducah, 'Ky., July 6-Elliott
L Mitchell, a native of this city
who for the past twenty years
made his home in various points
for some years as a mill man
and later as a commercial tray-
eler, died in this city Sunday at
11 o'clock a. m. from a clot on
the brain. He expired at the
home of his sister-in-law, Miss
Zula Cobb, where he wa.s visit-
ing with his wife and daugh-
ter. He had been in slightly
failing health for several months
and recently in St. • Louis, his
home foe-the past several years,
he had a serious attack: He
recovered some but not enough
to go to wark---*.-few weeks
•
E'. E. Cross, who travels in
Virginia and other Southern
*totes, was taken suddearry and
severely ill
first store he c
chant recomm ed Chamber- HOME, Cap $6.000,000, Sin'-Colic, C e and Diarr- plus to Policy olden overhoes Remedi. Two 'bees of it Ann ono
should leave' 
for on acre,cured him. No one
home on a journey without a 
number of acres,
bottle of this preparation. For: i
g cost:
Where limit ofsaleolay ueacre. rate 
Where limieof value isCool ask for all Oc sions.
acre, rate per acre....
Picnics, la 
-
ais. political Where limit of value is $100 per
Meetings. etc. •y an old exper- acre, rate per acre.. .. $3.00
ienced orga za sn. Satiafse- Thisto poclieyis euis tavin d 
put La-the
force isuntiel
tion guar eed. ite or phone thetobacco
klmo Brass Band, A Ky. barn.
h colic. At the
e 4 the mer- age' from hail, 
to growing to-
bacco can h.. procured in THE
Best Diarrhoea Remedy.
If. you have ever used Cham-
berlain's Colic. Cholera and Dia-
rrhoea Remedy you know that it
is a success. Sarni. Guip, What-
ley, Al , writes, "I bad meas-
les and
rain, and it
aeh and We
time and
Chamberlain's Colic,
Diarrhoea Remedy I
t caught t in the
ttl n my atom-
-Fad-in awful
-been for
olera and
ould not
hours longer, but thanks to this
remedy, I am now well and
strong." For sale_by_all dealers.
To The Tobacco -&rovers.
A policy insuring against dam-
•
any
follow..
$50 per
..$1.50
per
Far full partieselani, aeis nes.
- Mrs. H. C. Brasfield and chi-b) telephony-lionise indints. Arm.
dren, ef Memphis, are Jiiiiting Murray, Ky. Tialenhoaes:'Cum-
Mrs. Z. T. Conner this Wk. berland 66, Murray 50.
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*he very soul of the poselooate night,
•hie Lbed the haunrtni blerie_Sette of
Tales of -.•
• tot rarased reteator
-• Inlirtictalate echo of his longing. His
• • rAo mei, toward b•-r, and she turn-
- 7ke one in sudden terror seektug
547 of escape "Hut be caught her
,e in his arms
I lose you*" h. said "Hear It now
• my- bride's &Arden that I've u.ade •
yon'. 1 tote .you. I love you!"
n'tict-tetnstant she strutgle&
her eyes turned to his, the
there was In both their 
laces a Tonle 4 .41•14 :4 45 .4^ stat-rt•a• ',us .. . 
prs, it . ,,.,4.
A .II. ,:ur 1.1•O a pasatttnri r -,.• • •
hal .not lad three to rover
-- it.trellv t*.i•er Le. i 
ele . ...,...,...a. ,.. ' ....ta..thing that reeurg
ent cinvers nit moiety 
root dad Illtaltititaral bealetuts
.
blink reflection of that 
"light that '-'"' marelleare 
Ca- GrweattIllit Igh.a.gpi.i.
like a death-stab to *hat
 lay far deeh r.„. -is: or 1`111.1•Zagiarar a. ,  r_.
was, on yea or land"---
ehicli we as
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Can You boost $te "a` wei'i".  •
er- than Kiitharine's hear
t, her pride .r-,
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the sudden e..rilleatIon, e
nd fan 
She drew se litly bat. k, 
disinayed et
slant her whole hotly uti
lleri '. •
A craving for a glass of 
it air b-mi Jack 'don Makes A-CcHtsans
.:. i n
served 114 purposoirthi,
1!•:.• i t•r•-• it
as her cavalier solicittnisly it
, I'iti. -Ita
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Story That Has tea Eirtrerts .
of Humor,
fetch the cooling draught, 
-1.- T r.44
111`.d•re: - he was soloi.rittg As a • war
and careltsiy • humniing 
the re fra n Jack London said 
in vcra 
cy.....z,
the emteic -had  _bole lett _ oft.
 eau ri• ered
lightly out by another doo
r t.-fe„ .1.e?) correppoitident.
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her she was unobserv.d rend 
she. step
• • It lips trembling, and something ped doan tri The 
graes -and, along the
' My .darling'" he breathed., smiling
. ti- all his leaping blood to Ottlea• lancet in the
 ehrubb-'r;: Here thr
windltg pads to a bench at 
some di*
.• ..ng deep In the dety blue that
termite under bet. feel rose and fell 
face in 
hmer7hkansdlisp.P°d 
from her 
race
an! their 1:ps met
• - sopa. ot divine completion that There were no tear. 
This ways
and with a shiver she dropped
- ter ho)
that delirious moment both had
there was bdt (be woman in his bitter humiliation She 
bad shot Per" es 
only with ins. returned For that was telli
nglittrecita-cro• el
:.-=.. the one .1 oman created for Wm
• - • the foutdation of the world It
• at K1rnot. For this he bad co=0 to
yrratria For this fats bed turned
Pr d ttlateif a tboulaatd ways. Through
'to riot of t.ls senses. like a artier
: .are ran the legend ef the calendar
Every mar. carries his fete upon a
rthaad about his neck ' For her, some-
Miro seemed to pass from her soul
with that kiss, some deep irrevocable
thlr.g sky but fiercely strong, that had
sprung to bin at that hp-contact as
steel to =octet The foliage about
them fared iip In green light and the
Lire deep sea-waves
She l.fteed her face I., hltr It was
tlaath. pile, but the :';I.: :h..: burned
eta it t as :4 from e- i- ,t.tf-st altar
bolt and - missed-she, Katharin
e Par
go' For threS ye-ars-An -
had---Keld•
lohn Valiant. romantically speak
ing In
-the-hollow-of -her alhapely hand. 
Now
she had all but thrown' herself at 
his
feet-end he had turned sully 
to this
faMehathed, vivid girl whom he had
not knows as Many mor.ths'
Heavy footfalls all at once t;rotarb
474 her-two men, ...011. corrir.g m
the house There was the jci
crackle of amatch. &LI sc.e tw-rs.e
out, its red flare the reaps
 we
face- and floating hair ef I'••11
tow lite compatior.i •Le
shathew, She salted :.; they
would pass. but rc her ar.toyzere -
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tioviiftll Br ad sham,
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THEY DECIDE TO TRY IT AGAIN
Freddie Milder. (a sketch writer)-
Listen! This Is a great Idea with a
punch. Works right up to a novelty
neigh and-Bang' If this act don't
get Mx curtains, I'll-
Marion Meade (heavy woman)-No
use talltin', Freddie, I ain't on the
market for no more lets after that
last one.
Freddie Hidden -It wasn't my act,
was It? Didn't y' have no friends t'
put you wise that Vance Van itardon'e
act is over people's heads? Who
wants society Muff!
Edna Flanigan (Wiener) -Vance
Van ilardona material-wasn't handled
right, I seen that myself. I was in
the act. Marion esS-Cast for a soci-
ety queen-imagine! Items supposed
to he her daughter Just borne from
boardin' school an' loaded down with
table manners and that kind of stuff.
That was all right. I can play debu-
tautes to a finish I had some home,
trainin' myself an' my langwidge is
right there, believe me. It i)as Ma-
rion's or Algy'e filvver, I think.
birrY (late of the 'Alls)-Vrat?
queered the act, y' s'y? I made the
mistake of me young life goin' out
with y'. I'll tell y' who it was-lit-
tle Percy Davis, mittin' right 'ere.
. Dad Watiell (who knew ilooth-by
sight)-When I saw the act it made
me weep-for Art. ..
Percy Davis Iluvenile)-You awful
London supernumerary, to Insinuate
that I ruined Marion's act. Have a
care, sir! Remember I played on
Broadway. I may have been a cho-
rus man, but I outlived it.
Freddie Sidders-Old Dad has your
Dumber, crowd, when he says it was
all to the ash can I heard it myself.
Dad Wadell-She was leaning on a
broken reed.
Marton Meade-Tryin' to say I can't
. play society ladies, hub? I was out
there holdhs the Crowd by my per-
sonality It's a wonder the rest of
you lasted a minute without me.
Percy Davis--1 can't explain the
downfall of our act. Mr. Van Bardon
is such a high-minded gentleman His
writings in the Literary Indigestible
are dreams of thought_ The idea we
had was so uplifting. When you think
of the psychological message we had
to deliver.
Edna Flanigan - Oh, chocolate
eclairs! Listen to that man talkite
sickanlogical stuff That's what was
the matter with it.
Percy Davis-M' dear, don't you
think the object of the theater is to
deliver i message?
Algy-No. that's for the A. D. T.
Listen to me spoof when my 'eart
Is ' 
Dad Wadell-When you tiled to de-
liver your message that night there
was nobody home.
Edna Flanigan-When Alp threes
me his line-what was it!
Algy-1 said. -You must give me
your promise tonight. Agnes. Prince
Boris is not the man to wed you, the
proud and only daughter of Count
Lionel Jesseps. Your manner4
your breeding, your culture, must re-
volt at the thought of a nobleman
who has naught to offer but 'is (Re-
puted title." Cievah, I s'y
Edo neaten-Can't you fancy me
playin' oppos that?
Pad Wadell-1 saw you and 1 cried
in anguish.
Percy Davis-It was Just after that.
Van Barden don't have his people in
mind when he writes the material.
Marion Meade-Dpn't you think I
can play a lady?
Edaa Flanigan-Don't y' think lean
do a swell doll?
Percy Davis-Inah me, sir, don't
you think I can take • the part of a
perfect gentleman?
Algy-I ,suppoee y' think I, vital
play a Jrilly chap, alit?. •
Freddie Stddere-Y' got me wrong. I
meant that Van Hanlon hMI•is nifty
outfit working In his act, but his set
wasn't 'there. Certainly Marion can
play a lady.
-.1.104 Wadell-1 revember Many day
a lady was always a lady They--
fitiertern-:Mienbri-dif-r-itever Ill -
After. this it nto for Dutch
or Irish .
SI 
New York, April 26.-"The skin on
"You Awful London Supernumerary, to Insinuate That I Ruined Marion's My hand got red and rough. It itched
Act. Have a Care, Sir! Remember, I Played on Broadway." and I began to scratch it. It itched
eci that sometimes I could not sleep all
night. I was suffering very Much. I
used   salve and , but they
did not seem to help me This went
on for six or seven months. Then I
tried resinol ointment and resinol
soap. I used them one night. In the
morning, to my surprise, my hand was
all well and the trouble has never re-
turned. This is the absoluteAlgy--Greati
Freddy Sidders-Listen! I hams 0
1 ISigned) lea 'Celia Kleiman. 61' C-6-
lumbia St.man who will buy this act and heel
it if I get the right people. Will yes
stick? Pay from the Mart.
Chorus-We will!
Algy-Wholl play WV WOW,
my dear
Freddie SidTers-I'm goin' to get is
real burl/tiler-friend of mine.
Booking Agent (entering)--Own-it's
doyen' time.
(Copyright. 1914. by W. (1, Chapman.)
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CLEAN-UP
Whiff -14- 14-rt
Make a kern-
of -that barrel
the principals
end of the last
must marry
not marry at
story in
shot 'fell back-
He crumpled up'
for victims
of MSS. in
are not afflicted
or hook-
person be
went color blind
with a brunette
al-
or 'hair
'a divine littie
gold.' Eyes
or the like. Let
a black-haired
It wasn't so
h "First of all, get rid
e of old stories in which
d got married at thea chapter. Nowadays they
it early and separate, or
8 all."
I- "Throw out this adventure
a which the man who got
° ward with a groan.'
e la the only form permitted
o of gunshot wounds."
.t "Here's a whole bale
which the characters
with dipsomania, neurosis
worm. How can a healthy
interesting?"
"One of our editors
and bought that story
heroine in it. Our specifications
ways call for 'sunlit coronets,'
of burnished bronze' or
i head covered with spun
V must be 'azure pools'
1 the ashman read about
i heroine!"
9 "Out goes this yarn!
bad except that the heroine, when pro-
posed to, acted like a human being ,
Our heroines have got to 'flee like a
frightened wild thing.'"
RESINOL CURED AWFUL
ITCHING IN ONE NIGHT'
Mho,
,0
r•.
' is suffocatin' and begs tq get out. Algy
opens door. Old man recognises bur-
1 guiar as his long-lost son. Woman re-
fuses to marry burgulars father. Young
man, who is a newspaper reporter, Is
going to give the story to his paper.
Old man gives everybody a million to
keep It quiet. The .burgular reforms
Curtain
Percy Davis-Why didn't you decid
that long ago, my dear? I lost a goos
position in a show on account of you
act- All I had to do was wave a pet
nant and say "Rah, rah, rah, for Va
sat." What fools we mortals b
No more and never again!
Algy-We decided that for you Ion
ago. No more and never again will
us. I'll always think to me dyin' d'
tho eggs that 'It me was meant fo
you
Dad Wadell-1 believe so. You wen
standing on the spot he Just steppe
from.
Freddie Sidders-So they thru
eggs, eh? I thought they only bowie
and _tried to climb over the "foots
to mi.)-b you.
Edtus Flanigan-1 wish you w
there that night, Freddie. Mn tryt
to look like a young bud an' throwi
my lines like a leaditO lady with e
support except Algy.
Algy-There's a girl knows th
truth. 'Ear what she said about n
support but Algy!
Freddie Sidders-No wonder! Th
actin' was all right;, they was no ide
to the act. No finish. Listen to thi
sketch of mine for five people. Net
idea, never been worked.
Marion Meade-Please don't. Pre
die.
Freddie Sidders-Act ()liens fu
stage; fancy door center; fireplace
right; moon streamin' in window wit
balcony backing. Old guy-for yo
Dad-dozin' at fireplace. Burgul
opens window with a Jimmy; come
in. Is loading silver into bag whe
butler-Percy's part-comes in to tel
the old man his daughter eloped wit
the strange young man across th
street. Burgular sees butler an
sneaks into closet, pulls door shut an
locks himself in. A woman in blac
comes to see the old man-Marion'
part; old man recognizes her as chit
hood sweetheart; proposes Th
daughter and the 'strange young ma
-Edna and Algy-reterr to ask th
old man's forgiveness and enough t
start housekeepin'. Iturgular in clog
•
Marriageable Ages.
So-called marriageable. ages vary
very widely in different countries. In
Austria a "man" and -woman" are
supposed to be capable of marrying
and conducting a home of their own
from the age of 14 in Germany the
age must be at least 18 years. In
France the man must be IS and the
woman 14, and in Belgium the same.
In Spain the husband must have
passed his fourteenth year, and the
woman her twelfth In Hungary. for
Roman Catholics, the man must he
14 years and the woman 12. for Prot-
estants the man must be 18 and the
woman 16: In Gteeee the man must
be at least 14 summers and the wo-
man 12. In Portugal e boy of 14 is
considered marriageable and a wo-
man of 12. In Russia and Saxony a
youth must refrain from matridiony
till he is IF years and the womir
until she is IS.
Not Garrulous,
II'llept-What" You expect me to
pig von 251 francs for t•kine posses
sloe of- such a small MheritaisciP!
You should. haye warned nie it 1*9•11
-oast an mar* ,
Lawych._?#t motto, sir, Is -Deeds.
, pot Words."-Pele
•
Nothing we ran say of restnol
equals what others, such as Mies
Kleinman, say of it It does its work
quickly, easily and at little cost. Rest-
nol ointment and resinol soagers sold
by all druggists-Air.
Harder to Get.
"What's the matter, daughter!"
-Father. I want • duke."
"That can be arranged, my dear
wee afraid you might want a baseball
pitcher"
For poisoned wounds use Hanford's
Balsam of Myrrh_ Adv.
Only a Portion.
"You women are too extravagant."
he stormed ''Last year 5600.000,000
was spent In this country for frills and
furbelows"
"Well, I didn't epend.all of it," was
her detense -Louisville Courier-Jour-
nal.
Plow To Give Weise To CbIldree
Pees I LI Nit Is tit* trade-mark as.. vie.. It 5
Improved Plailiime. It Is a Twoudasa Syne, riess-
sat en take sad dose sell dirwarb tie sewmach
Chadrais tall• It sad Strew knew Ill. °slides
Also sapisriaRy adapted S. adults seta canant
Net, wallow, ()slats*. Dees set eassersies Dar
Cetus noretwassesi sew daring Is *be been Try
It ta• nest tins yea pawl Wes ter MU r•
IA
SAYS GET BACK TO YOUTH
Advice of Phyiele•I Director to Tired
Business Men About to Take Va-
cation Worth Heeding.
--
Business :nen abput to start on their
Buttoner vacations are advised to read
dime noveill,sinoke cornsilk cigarettes
and act like "kids" again. by Dr. Louis
R. Welsmiller, physical director of the-
West Hide Y. M. C. A. of New York,
His prescription for the rejuvenation
of business-worn toemblirg -01-1:65- NIP
sociatiou has been posted all over the
association's building. It reads:
"Forget your dignity, throw away
Tour etaidness, and be a kid again-
& wholesome, fun-loving, boisterous,
dime novel-reading kid -during your
vacation. Many of you men, when
youngster', used to think It great fun
to sneak out behind the barn, with a
cigarette made of corrailk and brown
wrapping paper. it won't hurt you to
try the same. thing again. You won't
be able to smoke enough to hurt your-
self, and there's no danger of contract-
ing the cornailk habit.
"Dime,. novels make good summer
reading. They Sr.' next to the Bible
for itication reading, but take the Bi-
ble along, of course. Many great men
read Nick Carter, Jesse James and
like writina: for relaxation Most of
you men have come to New York an
have made good. Help yourselves to
make good again next winter by be-
ing a boy again on your vacation.
An Ominous Adage.
‘Vhen a lady patient far from
town had to telephone for her phy-
sician she apologized for asking him
to come such a distance.
"Don't speak of it," said the doctor
cheerfully; happen to have another
patient in that vicinity, and so can kill
two birds with one stone."-Ladies'
Home Journal.
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Pears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 20 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris
Bands
Bacon-I see a rubber band around
the bell of an alarm clock will lessen
its noise without impairing its effect-
ivenPell.
Egbeet-And if you want more
noise, try a brass band around
For Galled Horses.
When your horse is galled, apply
Hanford's Balsam of Myrrh and you
can rkeep on working. Try it and it
your horse is not cured quicker than
by any other remedy, the dealer will
refund your money. Adv.
Misunderstood.
Redd.-Since he took up automobil-
lug he says he thinks he has consumed
about 10,000 gallons of gasoline
Greene- Is it possible? %Vhy,
thought he had given up his bibulous
habits!
Welcome Words.
Muriel (after the. fifth soln)-psei.
tensor Bonetickler can make a piano
fairly talk, can't he?
Waverly (suppressing a yawn)-I
wish he'd try to make it say good-
night-Judge
'And feel your thirst slip
away. Youell finish refreshed,
cooled, satisfied.
Travel-Talk Bores.
"Now is the season VaL14.11 all the
world, Just back Mtn Europe, is bent
on boring us with travel talk."
The speaker was Mayor Rockwell of
of Akron. He resumed:
"There are a number of ways to
shut these travel bores up. A good
way is the Coliseum one.
-The bore says to you, enthusias-
tically:
"'And lir-Rome saw-the -Colleetrar
by moonlight. Um-m-m.' wasn't it
_ .
-Tins.'Coltseum?' you answer, calm-
ly. 'Which one?'
"Of course, there's only one Coli-
seum in Rome. But the bore isn't sure
about it, and it there are two, he
doesn't want to expose his ignorance.
While he hems and haws and stutters,
very red in the face, you easily make
your escape from him."
r
That Whiff of Violets.
-My! what a flowery whiff! That
handkerchief must have been literally
steeped in violets," exclaimed one girl
to another who had just shaken out
from its folds a fragrant square of
linen. "Not steeped In violets, my
dear," was the answer, "but boiled in
orris water. The effect is the same.
On washing day I supply the washer-
woman with a good-sized piece of or-
ris root, and she thruwa it into the
lrrater where my handkerchiefs are
boiling. W'hen they come up from
ironing they are as redolent of orris
--- -
Give Young People Useful Work.
*The boy or girl ete. Is given some
useful work-to do at home is helped
to utilize and to enjoy the reispon
1. ty of doing the task and doing
teen and is thus gaining in char act
It may be that a boy is
peeled to keep a yard in order, go
errands, or relieve some one of ears;
or that a girl is required to attend,
to some household tasks, to dust a,
room, or keep a desk in neat cull-
tion, arrange flowers for the tanie... or
make a dainty dessert. Little things,
falthfiilly done, help to form habits of
neatness, orderliness, thoroughness
The•se duties may seem small, but
they are important beginnings
Unchanged. or".
Wife--Everything is getting higher.
Husband-Oh, I don t know. There's
your opinion of me and my opinion of
you, and the neighbor's opinion of
Aoth of us -Crescent.
Gastronomic Revenge.
wile laughed and said toy defiance
waa just pie for him"
"Then make him eat his words."
A Stitch in .Time
Colds, fryers, oongsStion and germ din-
enema arepretty sure to overwork the kid-
neys end leave them weak In °mealier
mace, In fact at any time when suspicion
la aroused by a lame, aching back, rheu-
matic pains, headache, dizziness or
disordered urine, the use of Dolia15111as can be. Then I slip them between- Kidney pins tr „itch oi usoe shot
the folds of a sachet filled with violet may avoid serious kidney disease.
powder, and they never lose their fra- Inea'sirliiner Pills commandoontidemen
grance. Violets and orris scent to- for ro otter remedy widely 9"4,
mo freely renommended or so generallygether make a real violet odor." -At iinoostaital.
Advice to Girls.
Mrs. Havelock Ellis, the English
writer and suffragist, said at a girl
graduates' luncheon at Sherry's in
New York:
-1 wish to advise you Idris never to I
marry a man to reform him. . To
marry a man to reform him-that it
the. same as putting your finger in th.•
fire to extinguish it."
in.rxin BUS= ITS WEIGHT
601.0 IN THE ruirtirrmes
I contracted malaria In MRS, and after a
*rams' fruitless treatment by a prnminet.t
Washington physician, your klizle Ilinbek
entirely cured me. On arriving here I came
down with tropioal malari• the worst forrn
--and sent hrrne for Illsbek. Again it
proved its Value—It IS worth as weight in
(.,.:d here. Braude 0 Barran. Trrop L, teb
• Cavalry, Balayan,For Warm Days. 
. Elixir liabek, rent& all droggins bI""'Why do you call so often on Miss
Haughty these evenings? You never
did it before'
"I know, but she has such freezing
manners."
In the Automobile Zone.
Flatbush-Planted anything in your
garden yet?
Bensonhurst-Yes, one dog and one
cat
And many a slow-going man is will-
ing to rush_ the growler. _
To remove soreness use Hantenre
Balsam. Adv.
No man is so selfish as to keep an
Abr.—popularity to himself.
A Tennessee Cue
C. I Enclas,
traveling saiegnnst..
Box 144, DICluan.a.
Tenn rays "I
became an 112Vallkl
SOS kidnyy true-
bl. Hy back was
stir and Painful
and I coulda't
(nand ue straight.
Tb• pains wsnt
from my kidneys
ail Om ugh nes
body, my limbs
got stiff and I bad
grays i.e
Critical Wolper, I
used Doan • Kid-
neys Pins and 1,
rimmed a considerable amount of gravel
. trifi, on I rapidly Improved until-
• 1 flat yo-t auff•rod for four years.'
Get be:a's sa ass Seetellbe • Be.
DOAN'S KIDNEYgJ1/.11' 
FOSTEILMILDUltf4 00, BUFFALO. N. T.
Payee,. Post prepssid. trona ILlocaeraki Co.,
Wa..0.1nation. D.C.. SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The Last The most- ecumenical, cleansing and
"Isn't there a mystery about the • germicidal at all antiseptics is
young fellow"- _
"Yes, I understand he is a mern
tier of an English aristocratic family
who disgraced his people."
-What did be do?-
"Ile went to work
be dissolved in water as needed.
. Saves Money, Too. As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
a‘iiiSZ-kyotatuTtilinogwy stiriteuthniaint _Lourieneavtriornspo. Lulut,treurationjuigefeantacerreti: thinrotirt:m anduth or
Mott-1 don't need to Most of the caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
bores leave town abd in their abeence ' For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
I have a grand, restful time -Boston Medicine Co.baa recommended rutin.
Transcript la their private correspondence with
  —women. which proves Its superiority.
RUB-MY-TISM Women who have been cured sof
De. Pew" rseatifene •llered Mei" IrMa Will cure your Rheumatism and all 
It Is "worth Its weight la ipoiltAt-
sad eapela druggists. fielc. large box, or by issill.Warms is a va" taa 118‘881 kinds of aches and pains-Neuralgia. Th. P.m Toilet
Cramps. Colic, Sprains, Bruises. Cuts,
avers stag. has sin's. but that Isn't Old Sores, Burma etc. Antiseptic
what makee,the chorus girls fly
Too Much of One
, first Actor isid you get a notice
of your performance last night' -
Second Ditto Teo • notice to gran.
FOR OMANI) YOUNGAnodyne. Price 26c.-Adv,
trurttb. asaant's Uveresulderilla astertu.karaaidy iiiroseele...=
home. Adv
Precletely ea. 
mive:otablishment. she has a Bt,-
Keep 
time that woman comes in
gracious: is she ani epilog-
Naturally.
I% elk-
Hanfortra Balsam in your 
g
Wite--In a battle of tongS111 • tiler 
Veetir.kiealear" saeatirgiebik.1 aissiwoman can aiways hold her own. - "No. rm her dressmaker" .
. 
Husband Put she never does
Envioue. FREE TO ALL SlIFFNIEB,hot tory ,yr sossir dires Iowa* eeWright's Indian Vegeteble Pills put "Your wife is very fond of dumb ant wiltstv.Z...71..nì a a..... 7":•,......... 1.141
stheortsttoimaerh rryin goodem cr00rdsiticioknaitnorna_
dassams, war cwrwarrytt. maws 1
&ch. Biliousness and Indigeetion Adv"..41bissa I almost wish I had never
ga, "Yes," '" replied Mr Meekton. "some- VitApiti Mr4:11111
- learned to talk." 
'Faeosi."41'Wern"Wall:217. ..bti
iiin:--1.--ti. KELL OGGI-4
' ans ON twos sow liemellss WWI OM
?Ike were* seam pe matter .4 Acne load stasodisa
are *Wed by lb. IssondorAit, etn tollabla Os
"Nobody can set any water by break-
ing up a chunk of Ice with an ax, not
a drop, you bare got to thaw it out
prejudices ASTHMAgradual, jest like men and women's
gelineety tor the prompt -sow etpor• low nror•tat..1 [rends ilawl 1111•• Aetnni• end Nay Fewer. Asti VOUIP
salmi IMBRIUM' is Heim In Minks in seine' Pale sad Maki St UMW tIlma. ea. Ma. WAS. gala. v.
Mame
161e. eon"'
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
o ma air two:mac* at swamps £.0....•  •••••• on. It relieves ,yogivslA bsialwd with Samos Rye Dae. itrusiriet tor iftes guiptiL
1/011T11110P *LYNAM al. lit. 11WPA1.0. It ILThe beet thing with which to feather' It wishes were automobiles, gam-dies Nona are ea blind as moo, who don't
your own nest is cash down. ' would pa itg a per cent believe anything, they don't see di. N. mamibtaia, vox la-1M.• _
You Look P maturely Old
r-
Seoeuee of thaws . grey holm Use LA OAKOLS HAIN eftesesee. Pf11011. 01.004 retelL
oir
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in.. Domino nine..Bro. Dick Beale, of the state 
I
peev. It will - stop the . (-Lek
Creary tever gave a C-onteder-1 The rainerow is as _dead as everY' 
time.
_  1 Callow v • coenty, Ky.,
hard of TquiTiiiirlan. that Me i teen hundred fourfeenS"
ate pension to anybedy in Cello- t old neali Heck'si aup, -but the
way-not even to brother ,Dick'it' woodcock hearilitfie racket, road
ease with which some procured
ray for several weals' while the
appointment made by Stanley is 
pensions and the difficulties. con- I
fronting others in efforte to get
of recent date. The fact' that what they are clearly entited to
Bert Purdorn, jailer, and Polie has given grounds for suspect-
Barnett, attorney, saw tit to let ing that it takes a political pull
K. Robertson, Joe Lancaster andof or "a friend at court" to de
George Acock have the use ' business promptly with the Mc-
trust candidate to speak in is Therefore, those lung-meter,
not evidence to convince anyone!'southern harmony "Piests," in
that :Mr. Beckham is in , any
measure avoiding or seeking a 
a local .paper as paid advertis-
with Uncle Mac's picture
joint discussion with either of ; 1P.1
1,
right slap dab in the middle, are
his opponents. In reality, the
', not taken seriously by anyb6dy,
fact that Stanley comes to Mur-
es elie their only redeeming quality be-ray on the same date
ing that they merely attest Bro.Beckham, knowing that Mr.
Beale's gratitude- for havingBeckham. or could have known,
been appointed to an officehaci previously announced speak-
which requires no great amounting here, smacks of the bully
of work, while the salary andand the braggart, In the hefOn-
ning of the campaign each of, mirkilie-111-verYasatisfYing• W—e
take it that McCreary will alsothe three candidates, announced
a list of dates and places for reappoint Bro. Beale,
 for he cer-
speaking independent •of  elheltainlY is doing his best: • -
-Mt.. dm idea that -Callowiy-other, agreeingthat there should
county owes McCreary anything
at all is preposterous.- On the
ether hand MeCrears -cm-es- the
people more than he can ever
repay, and he OA'e3 it to him-
self to keep his solemn pledge ' This from the Louisville 
Ky..
to the people that if they elect- Times is a sample of wha
t the
be no joint discussions, and for
a bunch of local ringsters to
make endeavor to leas •e the-im-
pression upton the people of Cal-
loway that Mr. Stanley is mak-
ing strenious endoavor for a
joint speaking with Mr. Beck-
ham is nothing but bucolic bun-
combe of the braggart brand,
the rankest rot of ring rule.
The Ledger has no authority to
speak for Mr. Beckham upon
any question effecting his can-
didacy, but predicts that he will
caine to -Murray and speak in
the opera house, and that when
he speaks will give account o'
his stewardsh;irin uninistaka
hie tSrms and that the record of
county. Gov. Ileckham has had 
pension law, have been on the ,Tennessean and a contemporary es 0.• L. 130REN, Agent N. C. St. L. Railway
rolls for months. In fact, the and friend of Col. "I) ' w
an appointment to speak in Mut-
ed him Governor he would have,
his life-long lust for office fully
satisfied, and that be would
never! no, never! trouble, worry
or otherwise bother the sover-
eign voters of Kentucky again.
The avhole durn thing .s over
now but the shouting. Might
as well call off the primary elec-
t:on and quit this foolishness
endurin' of the present vers-
. 'warm spell. We ve-felt-  t all along
the weiskey trust candidate will that somethirg dreadful were a
be held up before.the peoPle of
Calloway ceunty riddied
:Lrain' to happen to add to the
KalamitY of the dry weather,.
machine gun would riddle a pine
with holes as completely as a 4arid we'll be dadsiseled if our
Premonition have not_ at last
plank at close "range. Fitting
enough. is the fact that K. Rub- cam(' t"e:
"I, G. W. Aycock, ertson, Joe Lancaater and George the Murray Con crete
Acock be the campaign managers. prant, by and with the
of.the whiskey trust candidate' authority of the whisk-
is county bet their erideav- key trust candidate for
the U. S. .S en a te, door to create a false impression!
that Mr Beckham. i   herebv challenge Hon. s avoiding a •J. C. W. Beckham to a
-joint discussion will not hood-,
wink the intelligent voters of!
this ceunty.
mortal combat of words
to take place in the
court room in Murray,
••••• -•••••••••
••//34%.:•••
••••••••••
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lenisred at the postoftics at Murray, Kentucky, for transmiss
ion
the malls as s000ild class Matter.
THCIISDAY, •ICLY 9 1914
-BANK RINGSTElt ROT.
The endeaVor being made by
the local managers of the his-
key trust's cand date for the
United States senate to leave
the impression that they are
seeking a -joint debat here Sat-
urday with Hon. J. C. W. Beck-
ham is about the rankest piece
of rot ever attempted in the
should find ft out that he would!
quit writing those nice "pleats" I
in the Calloway Times about the,
old man with hair as black as
the ravsn'a wing. Bro. Beale
has got it in his noodle that
11,rnugh l KentUcky is still in debt to Mc- •
,Creary because he gave three or
; four fellows in Calloway big. •
• fat jobs. Now, honestly, Bro. al
'Beale, if keeping one man in •
Ktt there on several ots IWI1P• 
olliee for about sixty-five years•
will not liquidate a debt tell us
Reverting ttrthe pension mat- !how
ter again, it is true that sonie 
in the world it can be at. •
()lc mplished, and especially when •
Confederate soldiers have sue- a fellow is worth three quarters •
ceeded in getting pensions, yet
quite a number justy entitled 
.of a million dollars or more. •
•
to them have never been able
to get on the rolls, while others
not so needy, whe really do not
come within the purview of the
•
•
•
001101101110••••••••••••••••••••••••I
,25 Round Trip
Murray:4o EMPHIS
Wednesday. July Mg
Tickets will be good tin
•
•
TWAI LL LEAVE MUM AT 81511 A M. •
•
train le ing Memphis at 12140 P. M., 0
1 hurs , Ji :10th, 1914. 110
—
Honolulu is so far west that it
is in the east, hut Cu!. Jeff Mc-
Cam, who is charged with has'-
ing assaulted another lawyer in
• t with deadly •e
Cooper, of Carmack tragedy Irs.e Murray, Kentucky
unc
fame, no doubt. -Frankfort Ky. IP
Journal. •
Nope; yo-u have- the 'wrong pig
by the ear. Hell Roaring Jeff
was the leader of Tennessee's
moral uplifters and law enforc-
ers, and, if we remember aright,
he assisted in prosecuting old
"Dunc." Which may or enas
not have been the reason that
"Dunc" didn't get his just
deserts.
e_Judging from the rapidity
with which the number of sa-
loons is decreasing in Paducah,
by assignment and otherwise, it
would seem that by the time the
local option election is held the-
, coming fall the- people won't
tind anything to vote upon, ex-
cept something --thate-ertMea
au-ay and died during the sum-
mer. Anyway, at that time no
!sound of revelry by either night
 -
,or day will ever emanate from
'Johnnie Rehkopf's "ladies par-
lor. "In fact, it's so quiet in that
parlor right now that one can
•
•
• :
•
• Separate 
Coaches For Colored people. •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••00110014100' 0000:
•
Announcements dew Treatment for
Croup and Colds
The Ledgar ls authorized to 
an- 1 4
nounce 
,
Relieves by Inhalation and Absorption.
101IN W. WILLIAMS, of HA-xitt., KV... No Stomach Dewing.i• -
LI 1 candidate for the de
mocratic `
irst-Dtst 
and a good application of '1 ick's "'Nap-
Plenty r.f .11-0-11 air in the bedroom
nonilna n for tiaigress from the
/Ketailcli•Yi.s9140:1-.1--. 1.0-114.1.' Croup and Pneumonia. 
Salvo
Lse axti..n o e delno:ratic primary,:.• ill cold troubles rptiet'i• 4n internal
.1,1er the throat and clie*t a ill relieve
.1 invusi. 11014.
looti:e
The Ledge, is authorized to ail-
nivering
salt a 1f111 Ilan cloth. Leatae the
and the neck so that
neditin . dust appl ack'e and (-ince
•Iola' plot, Tilt mid, Carn-
Ilion•r. It. Sorer. ¶i' PAIWCAlf. li 1 . .1113 
"1"'" 
"
' Am., arid •tit relea.....1 by the body
ss a e.ontiti.iie .r the drawer:
it:4. s smith, tnii• N. ii led an •LI Ig I It long.
rbitnination f•• Congress front the i•ct, 
morning tlo. 1 i• Jelear snit
k . t 1. v .411 wit 1„,,, .tilegns 104.-.....1. fri a. 
1;on. A irk'. i•
-,..--sloorhed this•tielt 4-1.4—sk , taking Out
Lite action of the ilenvicr,ilic prt.irtry.
A tigte.t. 1911. ernal—the ideal treatment for the li
t-
he liglitnesa sod i-orenevs. Enfirity es-
. le folks. Three b:zoi---?.,Zio, 50c, NA
The- 11.ettg.•r la itip.riztd to a"' n oo, at. all dealers. •
flounce .
i VICKS retina:rig SALVEA. W. liark 
of Paducah, Ky., MI
A cant-Hittite fnr 14.1.,t• dein. eratie nom_-i _
nation for re-election ' for Cuttgretti .. - ' t
from the first District of Kentucky. r Cured of Indigestion.
oi j e . f 1 d
almost hear a chamois skin. . L•ratte primary. August. 1911
_
pistol "toter" gets under- the
new laws of this state:
John Anderson an employe ef
the Dow Wire and Iron Works
received a sentence of twenty
days in jail and a $100 fine, be-
sides being disfranchised for
two years, when he was today
presented in court in this city
on the charge of earrying a con-
cealed deadly weapon.
And if Mr. Anderson should
Ise-.caught with similar goods on
him a second time., he becetees
the nominee for a term in the
penitentiarv:
Sam M. Wilhite, comptreller
Of Louisville, has been arrested
on the charge of embezzling
abut $15,000 of city securities.
But • Sam was a cracker-jock
If player and belonged to all
t e hifalutin' clubs:, so he need-
t worry about the outcome.
It s the sweaty-smelling fellow
wth a black cap , and a blue
wiork shirt who wants to look a
little out when Law in the cities
:comes snooping around.
ay and date I
1,L aforesaid. towits July, 
The easiest way to have 'hard
NOtHrA bi.JE M'CREARY. -db.-the
We would gently suggest t o , 1,1e. our 1:30 o'cIkk. p. 
times is to growl and grouch, • •
been miite.sick -ftrrieeral days
and cim ilain and kick and 
improving.
Mrs. Ezho-Lee and Mies Cora
Ross of Murray vrsitel relates( a
in this rieighborhood Saterd.a
night and Sunday.
Rt2V. and Mrs. Coleman Otte--
farmers' have failed to get a to-
baceo crop.
During the past week the
stork has visited several homes
in this neighborhood • leaving
girls at the homes of Mr. and
Mrs. Buell haimcinds, Mr, and
Mrs. Murray Harris, and boys at
the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Rey
'Miller and Mr. and Mrs. Art-
mus Pace.
Miss Mary Luter, of near Mur-
rats ie spending the week with
her sister. •Mrs. Elms Treva-
than.
Miss Zella Rose is...yieiring
relatives in Nashville .• • 
• Slacker Caper died
day afternoon of tubersulee-isl- t
the home-of his brother-in-law.
Rev. W. 0. Hargrove., near, Al-
mo. Mr. Cooper was formerly1
a resident of this county, but
for several years had made his
'home in Texas. his fatter and
'.mother, also of Texas. were at
his bedside when he died.
• Mr. Jog_Theatt gave the young
•folks a parts Friday night.
'brother. The Cenfederate the proclamation and. at. once
was ilitroducel by a DemoenatieSthroweel a'fit, and is now sock-
:escalator and -passed by the ing tenet timber. Please, will
Democrats of beth heusete.Old 'the congregation kneel while we
titan McCreary hal m tol.rear foe`r.tic".!• ill pisy t ON lit N- ,sick at this writing.
Pitt•a• lo• raell :1"
LI4 ith that than a canary
elin11.1111.111InnrallnIMM1111111M1111111111n11111111M-
•
111.11111111111129117-Crritc:iI.7.--114-7...Y--• .11Z11111111111513:16 
•
Keep Your Kitchen
COOL by Using the
NEW
PERFECTION1
COOK STOVE
-TT Cooking rath New Perfection I
• • ' un L
•
t :1 !. tos.-start but f
bir Las in. controlling The tide. I,Istless" is tho vs;.•ra 11S•.sil rv 
eau. e.
• • .e beun,iless sea.' lie sign- 
see, - A TEXAS WONDEIZby the Owensh•ro :11t.sttenger in cured by thr (kw ,
• •
describing the inter, st slsown owl.; ERA ' . leitt wl)en using till- Orl-Stove: )
ed it, of vegeta entl'svt• think it. Ilaaiess ceunty in the Senalori. • - aseent to tea me slit"ernt.. The Texas Wender cures kid -
in exceediney bad taste for him 111 race. Neither McCreary nor pr this h day of
and his appointees to be contin-s Beckham have speken in that- lee-suave . sees 
ney an4 bladder troubles. I.el us show you our hile of NEW PERFEC-
dort lora simply because he by a
..me' strolce.of the pen gave en-
aiorsement - to a Democratic
mi;.i,.1!ess. Of course ho signed
it; woleww--beard or read or
sta oted that -F,xy Grglidpa
wi. .1 noi•-• sign ANYTHING
• the neppsns he popular-
he has never to this good
das had his name signed on
EL .1 ER side of a whisky
or .ne whisky election in his
• Plant; smi.thetcht need
eally urging the voters to' sap. eoutn- and according to the Mes- . ss•st • • A.
 W. t:l.F. 5--,,N. solves g vel, tures dishes's, TiON OIL STOVES and OVENS. Wc have the (4
size to suit your needs and -'ill be glad' to show
Messenger adds that notwith-
standing 
tornaile, and acts directly upon ill, kidneysd 1 I
lates bladder
in both men
t
you triw covenient these storeo-really are:
If not sold V
• -I
seng r, a e-roved of less than foar
hundred heard 'Stanley. The
the fact th-srt 1,-Creary
carried Davies' county nvor
Beckham six years ago, it has
yet toehear of the first McCreary
Sean in Davies'. county or Ow-
ensbom. All of. whial "Would
suggest that the old War liorie
is trailing in that neck of the
woods.- News. Democrat.
• 1.2or goodness sake don't let
out Brother Beale -know about
We're afraid. that if he
s'a e of Ohio, elty ul 1 o'••ttO.i
1..tioa; isoitsti*: ; -1 •
Frank lt-ch, :ley mai( N Z141
116- tzenittr pertner Int` fli111 or
F. 1. tin ney C t., doll 1 • • .11
111 the city of Toleit,t, county 1 '0
St st,•• and that said
! 11
Mr. J. W. Trevathan, who has
. Sadie P. Clawson, Indi-
'ana, Pa , vt•s bothered with in-
digestion. "My stomash pained
me night and day,"ss,she writes. wmiyouARENERyous
In every home where there is
a baby there should also be a
bottle of McGEE'S BABY ELIX-
IR. It may be needed. at any
time to correct sour tomach,
wind colic, rhoea summer
somplaint. It wholesome
remedy, contai opiu , mor-
phine or injurious drug of any
kind Price 25 aid 50c per bot-
tle. Sold by Dale & Stubble-
fiAdt.
--
Never -can tell when you'll
mash a finger or s er a cut,
bruise, burn se Be pre-
pared. Thous rely on Dr.
Thomas' Eleot c Oi our drug-
gist sells it. 25e and 50c.
' A big of ueensware at
extra low' p at E. S. Diu-
guld & So
Try an ad in the Ledger.
"I would
headache an
ing. I also st.
stipatien.
ed Chun
they did
I bloated have
after eat-
d from cora.;
hter had us- '
rlain's eblets and
er w much ood that
she gave me a few dose of them
and insiste4 upon my trying
them. Thoearelped me as not h'-
ing else has done." For sale by
all deals rs.
bele you have the first symptivat tot a run-do:, it5% 'tern, and Terrotl, p,66: le by) often con.
irral thiir actre• a:1.1 suff,.r in
sikncr, %talc, this curia:lion
efula foreruns more
If 
•1* e Con flatio l'C"O'h-lObItte'l  Lf;t1kirungts
1:•••:i.lee ailat I. ins of ht Alth
I take et pt ,
•iist at 1:1, t Emulsion, it w ,a1,1
to pulsate through the.
• •- .1-. r.!:.. their ad boll.' up
••• r.r,t.-.11, it
irr_zr",
:s. Un *IN •
•
bey, of OklahOnfa, are vis'aire P
'Mrs. Overbey's parents. Rev._ 
I ON.. Is piL,and Mrs W 0 'Hargrove,
Mrs.. Mary seham
•
to •
tivement and .4
d or coal fires 74
always crtven-
•••••••
"r•
•, Notary
Oasartli Cure is tak, ti in-
, blOod and t1111011111 1111t141(4,‘ of the
ToTylttem. Send for tostimonsals rept.
,
& Toledo.
• iTake nalFaXattilly I'11 1s for toil
.
1444"&%="4--•-•'4•7_... -
The weather continues very
hot and dry. There has been
very little rain since the first' of
the eviath. (bite aurabar---ef
•
week anti I e backs.' elth-unie-
tism, and all gulariti of th.:
and women.
troubles in ren,
by your druggist. wi be st,ent,
mail on receipt of $1.0.,. One '
small bottle, is two months' treat
%vent. and seldom fails to perfect:
ta cure. Send for Kentucky
testimonial& Dr. K. W. Hall,
29% Olive Street, St, Louis, Mo
druitstate..
A B BEALE SON
WTI ..‘1, 1 - KENTUCII“• i;‘1 eseloraim,0
I
a
a
S
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Ps "Nog
way,
here there is
Id also be a
BABY ELIX-
tided at any
xtr,stomach,
summer
wholesome
o opi , mor-
drug of any
d 50c per bot-
e & Stubble-
_
when you'll
sffer a cut,
Be pre.
rely on Dr.
)i. tourdrug-
ind 50c.
lueensware at
it E. S. Diu.
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e Ledger.
NERVOUS
4 a run-do. n
too often con-
•: I st:11..r in
tolni •rnd.Lion
Liking
ugs
(.1
ts cut: t 11.: :tin g
1,.noulttiott, it would
nisate through the
build up
Li It i;
t,IrLc
11/2 subbututes.
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Using the
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ent and .4
fires 4
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ha‘e the
to show
are.
SON
KENTUCY
ROYAL*
BAKING ,PRWDER
The only Baking Powder
fromRoyalCrapeCream art
NO ALUM, NO LIME PHOSPHATE
_
Weal Caress.
Bring your w while the
weather • Will receive
wool every f onday, in
Merriy. J. E. Eastwood.
Dr. Phil Markba -n and wife,
of Anniston, Ala., nirived here
else peat week to be the guests
of her brothers. Pat and Beyd
Pitt, for some time.
Mrs. Sarah Head, of Paris,
has been the guest other sister,
Miss Mattie Boggs for the past_ ...
see • * * * * * * 4' * * * * * t * 4 Low 'in ir ice, ut High in several chys and will remain for. 4
3 LCCAL AND PnnsoNAL. 4 k/tialitY at tray Furniture some time.
• & Uridertakin
vite,•••+++++++++++++ QuAting.--1 a i prepared to
For Sale.-- Good f mily here, do quilt 
Dr. A. A. (nivel% of Paris,.̀ gentle an und, ogether with quilts 
fotd will finish
s, or quilting
was here Wednesdav. a good two I.e *P. Will 'ell alone fords. Mrs. J. B.
arrain Farmer.Low i l'rie but High in a:- a i ' '
-- - Coleman.
' Just a little cheaper at (he ' For Sale. - G Qiality at • 4 f. 1: r ray Furn tur Milk Cow,
; MurrafF itu & Undertak-e.' Underta Co. ' stripper, ix ars old. Tom
._____Iing Co., t. a. here. try shelter,. Re
haa- eegn 1 them • 
Ind. phone. 219
-au. 722-(;utto ill the past several days of; .
1 T. miler-UT-fever. 
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Stlinee-Yas purchased the Dr. Cistoe Stevens and wife,
'store and stock of gerleral mer- of Carthage, Tenn., arrived in-Give your.Jaun1 to Harris &. --'-chandise of the Almo Mercantile the county the past week to beRobertson, a actiofl'' , sh'
I Co. This was formerly the pro- the guests of his parents, Hut.td. .1 perty of Beech, Cooper & Co. son Stevens and wife, southwest
• of the city.
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if the boys fa
- laundry.
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Lawrence Anderson, of May.1I LOST. --Texas ipt Book No.t-ld, was in the city Ttiesday 1154—,io iasue.oJ E. Thomas.— Good rains have fallen in dif-transacting business. ;Finder 
pleaseomas, 
urn to J. E. ferent parts of the county this1 Tn Murray,i.Don't fail tort' lee Boxes; - -- 
- 7= 
week and early Friday morning
at Murray Furn & Undet-,-- Mils-Clyde McGehee. of Paris, 'a regular "gully washer" came
taking Co. _ and Mrs Ruth Keitley, of Little down, which was What you
1 ant telephone Ro ,ck Ark., are in the city the might call a general rain. And
Isi uests of Miss Gladys _ 0i,ven. it was needed, too.to get your
They will remain for some time.
—4-
Mr. Robert Doyle, of Retah,
Montana, is spending a few days
with his uncle, Z. T. Conner.
Bank's two oldest Twin babies were born the pastboys
are confined to their beda and. a ll week tnAlvin Jones and wife,
is feared that they are afflicted of the east side of the county.
of typhoid fever. For several days Mrs. Jones'
condition was very critical and
- If you in market for a
Perfection &ljtove E. . 
she is yet very sick.'
See S 
Dinguld Buy y Qu hey have the 
We haveright prices.
Prices. Corn
J. B. Hay last week moved to S. Diuguid & Son.
Ms handsome new home on In-
stitute street. John Harris will
'move to the residence vacited
by Mr. Hay.
Just a little
Murray Fur
ing Co., tha
them.
What about Your Furniture,
Don't fai to p ce Ice Boxes Rees, Mattings, and Stoves?
at Murray Fu • & Under. We have all of these and more
taking Co.
nsware now.
'roods and the
and see. --E.
to. We also hay
prices o ever
line. Corn
convinced.
Son.
the lowest
thing in this
d see us and be
. Diuguid St
e.esed par- each and 2op f deep. Very
on, three eyes desirable ild' g lots and will
Lindsey Phillips, of D e sl
olyen and wil for $5.50 cash I sell at a in. See -Virgil
eek n a . Z. T. Conner. i Wilson atMoines, la., was in the city and l i t̀  i
city on- 
. west of the
Rudy Smith,-carrier on route -Suite road. - 6258*county the past wcek the guest
of his father and brother. , 4 , and J. F. Boyd, carrier on Rev. Ocus Martin. a former
- ' route 1, attended the state con. 1Murray by, will commence alOur boys will cal each Mon- .vention of rural route carriers ptotracted meeting next Sundaye..., t .
and will .deliv
day morn ii a Elizabeth twn the past week. at New Hope church and will
out- laundry-,
e promptly . ._ .
en Friday.— -Robertson. I When baby sell' e-s with ecze- continue for some time. Rev.1
l ma or so itairz tkin_troubie Martin conducted a meeting for
use Doan'S ent. A littletthis church about one year' ago
and it is which was quite a success.of it goes a long
safe for childre .4e. a boat If you feel "olue," "no ac-
all stores. count," lazy, you need a good;
 cleaning
aper at the
e & Undertak-
y where, try
Mr,,Zeph G. Conner and wife
•
- and Miss Mary Conner went to
• Trenton. Tenn., this week to be
the guests of relatives and
friends.
•nr--
77-IEY RAISE
. THEIR HATS
10 ME
*PRUDENT
NAN"
Miss Lena and Master Bailey
Pitt have rsturned home after
spending the past several weeks
the guests of relatives in Spring-
field, Tenn. They were accom-
panied home by Miss Ethel
Bridges, who will visit here for
Warren Holt, of Clarksdale, some time.
Miss., arrived here the past
For Sale.--Two lots on theweek to be the guest of his
south side of the McElrath edi-mother, Mrs. Joe Farley, for
tion, just west of the Thos.some time.
!Hughes residence. rront 75 ft.
For Sale. Oil-st
tinily for one
THE
PRUDENT MAN"
PUTS HIS MONEY INTO
OUR BANK,‘WHE DAY_
HE WILL HAVE GOOD
,1155 FOR IT
The man _with moticy
ett....;se he can DO 'things.
And there is jusrone s
stomach ancrpurifies the bowels.
P.-ice ;>0c. Sold by Dale & Stub-
1mblefield.
‘19‘nii116-"6-‘196;etii,15‘" ,1•0151C:916t5liftrZolialiilltinlia•
rtiHealth, Wealth and Sunshine
LOOK AND LIVE
Once your hand to the plow, look rot back. -
Save time And do not read mere of this article UNLES3 ,vou possess some grey mat-
ter and can understand. TrtUTH and her teachings. POVERTY and sickness: the rea-
sons why---
READ ON
No one question is attree.ing so much attention throughout the civilized world today
as the question of POVERTY. Its causes are being sought for by earnest thinking people
everywhere Much of our current literature deals with it in one phase or another. The
great charitable organizations are devoting more and more time and effort to the discov-
ery of the cause of such widespread poverty as exists today. This search and inquiry is
being pressed lven in the pui-pit. which, by the way, should have been first instead of
last to take up the question. It is well known to all who have taken the trouble to in-
vestigate that upwards of TEN MILLIONS of people under the stars and bars of these
United Statea through no fault of theirs are in hopeless poverty. Out of work, out of
health-out of heart with the world. Broken driftwood, vagrants, tramps and to this
number must be added a stilt larger number, who though able to procure the bare neces-
sities are constantly on the ragged edge in fear of poverty.
Those who Produce the wealth do not get it. The girls whose deft fingers make the-
--costly laces costly laces do not wear them: the women who weave the silks and satins do
not wear them. The families of, the men who dig the coal often suffer for the lack of
fuel. Those who feed and clothe the world often feel the pangs of hunger and lack nee-
essaty raiment. The wives and daughters of the men who dive for pearls and risk their
lives in diamond mines wear no jewels. If y-ai ar.! in a large city and wish to take a
look at the poor, go were dwell the workers, and there you will find the ragged wives and
--children of the men who do the world's work. But if in search of the rich, go to the
dwelling places of those who do not work, and there you will find them surrounded by
every comfort and luxury. •
The Roman Empire sank when eighteen hundred men owned all the wealth. When
Egypt went down',4two per cent. of her people owned ninety-seven per cent, of her
wealth. ---
- The word, "property," as currently and legally understood„includes LAND and
wealth. Land th We.work f God and wealth the ork.of man.
WHERE IS THE AL . ATIVE? .
-.Answered, as I see it:
LOOK LIVE: OW?
By the exercising of one's own brai -thou. . Catching the good ship of OP-
PORTUNITY and riding her waves to pros ealth and happiness. Then you have
not only lived to enjoy all, but BEST of all, evening of your sunset, you have
within your gift something of this world's US and for society.
L:TAKING DVAN
NOT of man rtiy fellow brother) t of OPPORTU Success is to SUCCEED.
not in hoping for it. ACTION! Acti on the psychological m ent is to man's slams
what gasoline is to the motor car. Without it, 'nothing doing,"
KNOW THYSELF
Is to know the time and place. VIZ: IN SAN ANGELO, TEXAS, the city of .15.000
souls. Veritably a city of health, a railroad center, altitude 2,000" feet, vihert commer-
cial supremacy is conceded, carrying with same the highest type of morals. Religiously
speaking, it is the city of churches, many and beautiful, where man can worship accord-
ing to his own creed. Educational, it is par excellent. Malaria cannot exist under its
climatic conditions.
400 per cent INCREASE In POPULATION In LAST 10 YEARS
My dear reader if you or any friend have been stricken with lung trouble, San Ange-
lo, Texas, has the climate to effect the cure. In such a city your loved ones can be re-
stored to health: there you may live out natural life, enjoying each tie that binds.
In San Angelo I have FOURTEEN CITY LOTS, close in, 50x50 feet, that I will sell
for $3,000 cash, or exchange for Murray city property, or consider a trade for a Calloway
County farm. If you want health and prosperity combined, see me AT ONCE, and tell
me what you have. I am ready. ARE YOU? SomebAy is going to be made happy
from this opportunity. Who will it be.
LOOK AND LIVE
Come to see me for further wisdom on San Angelo, Texas. The fastest growing
imall city west of the Mississippi river, where an investment made now will fetch last-
ing memories; linked with growing dividends.
---Z. T. CONNER -
P.S.—'Lest ye forget.' income money that makes a man's fortune, and not the
wage-earned dollar spent for pleasure. City property in San Angelo, Texas, grows
while you sleep. Don't sleep till seeing me and telling me what you have to trade.
Z. T. C.
HlilZBINE is the
right thing fo at purpose. It 
stimulates the , tones up the
Cleasisig and Pre—a-
We are now prepared to take_ care of all kinds tailoring clean- a tarpi-4 liver which has allowed til suitable quarters can be se-
Chapel Cain and. Miss Perry ing and pressing A . We the system get full of'impuri- cured.
. asap, and Robert Spann and have also i tailed n agency ties. 1!ERJ.NEcuyeB all disor-
Miss Anderson, all well known for the Padu undry oC---- ' ders produced
young people of the north side and would great y 
enactive liv- 
stooping 
hpoarsditiwon_porkuitsn a abetitncht or
of thf county, went to the old Your laundry. Satisfaction P Pr elguar-ate 
er. It strengthens at organ,
the back  teat is painful. If tho
chestnut tree Wednesdkv of this anteed Is our motto- Harrie et
,. cleases the bowels and outs the
week where they were united iii Robertson. office' first door east 
syste good healthy condition. muscles hm in 
Price .-.0c. Sold by-Dale & Stub- you can't
marriage by Rev. Mac Pool. of Ji. T. Parker's jewelry story. blefield. help. The1
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We have a big st of Queens-
ware d Glass re that we
must get o our way. We
are makin priCes right so
that we ay mo _this line of
13;600. Come in andike
- S. Diuguidei-Son.
is looked up to be-
way-to have money in the
W. T. Sledd has moved- into
the Hale residence- on Institute
Street recently purchased by
hi Mr. Joe Irvan will move
into the Sledd place, while Mr.
Joe T. Parker expects to 'bore
1 bank---PUT it there: An when you put it there let it 
to the place vacated by Mr. Ir-
. van and recently purchased_ by
STAY there and ADD TONT...every time you cs.n. him from the Hale estate.
, . And when you get it thee'---don't int some smooth • 
schemer TRICK you out of your hard earned money by lead- ..Chamberia4"--11• 'ableta areentitled to all t --1 is:-. I canIflj you into some BAD investment.
give the " wri Mrs. Rich-
-'
Make OUR bank-YOUR bank.
We pay interest on time. deposits.
'CITIZENS lANk-
ard Olp.
They have cu
and nervou
port, N. Y.
me of headache
d restored me
to my al health. For sale
by all dealers.
Clifford Melugin and wife, of
Jackson. Tenn, arrived here the
latter part of the past week to
be the guests of their parents,
Newt Melugin and wife and
Meitellitrilt Mr. M --
is in the railway mail service;
b?.tween Jackson and Memphis;
and is now taking his annual Va-1
I -When you- feel lazy, out Ofsorts and awn a good deal in
the daytime you can charge it to
cation.
Headache and Nervou Cured
To feels'ng, h e good ap-
petite and di ,sleep sound-
ly and enjoy e, use Burdock
Blood Bitters, the family system
topic. Price $1.00.
Pat Black has purchased the
Lee Scholes stock of' groceries
in South Murray and assumed
charge of the business. Kr.
Black has been with Beak&
Son for the past two years. He
is a sWendid business man and
his Mends-hope to see him
succeed in his new venture.
charge of the Murray Surgical
Hospital. Dr Keys will contis-
ue to office with the old firm um-
e become ined.
rid of-it without
penetrating
power of BA LA 
 o. • LINIMENT will appea
•
to ycy::
SNOW
Thef f Dre• Mason,
ans & Keys has been dissolved.
-
cause it is the very thing you
most strongly at such times, be -
Dr. Keys 'retiring while Drs. need. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00.
Mason S. Evans will continue a per bottle. Sold by -Dale & Stub-
partnership-and -wilt -340- have Agefield; -- .: ,_ 
SAVED BY GRIGSBY'S LIV-VER-LAX
Twiscr's Pharmacy. Greta
1 Seeds Ilk Testimonial
Prominent Great of
Plus.
"I take pleasure in saying f
publication that by the use
UV-VU-LAX rtlY child was e . .
of a diRease which is correctly
described by the rceoguited sym-
ptoms of BifIlousness. Stomach
and Liier trouble. and con•.itipa-
How sat resulting complications
and -I commend its else taalrlike
sufferers,_" 
.., •
D. L Price.,_
MR. KIM GH;
3.109 Stonewall.
Texas,1 Mr. Kimbrough swo.. farther
a that three grains ercalomel bad
no effect.. Itie child, atthe point
Id death. was saved by UV-VEX-
harmless vegetable corn-
d with no injurious effects
VU-LAX relieves all liver
es.trou
All
likeness
Grigshy.
uin, bottles bear the
signature of L K.
ccept no substitnte.
Grigsby '81P-VILlt-LAX is fee
sale by E. D. KILLER.
_
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I. W. W. LEADERS
KILLED BY BOMB
MEN WERE MAKING *GAMS WHIM
IT EXPLODED - ktIANT FOR
USE tel TARRYTOWN COURT.
WOMAN ONE OF THE VICTIMS
Ter*, Man Killed Were Arrested en
Rockefeller Estate-Police Raid
Office of Anarchist Pub-
lication.
New York.-Threa men and a wont
an were killed when a dynamite btoub,
said to be the most powerful ever used
In this city, exploded in an apartment
tenanted by Industrial Workers of the
Wed& The upper part--- ot
story tenement hose, in which the
bomb-Craa being made, was-WWItatIr.-
A score of persons were seriously
injured and much property damage
vas done in a 'aide radius (torn the
scene of the eiplusion.
Those dead and those who escaped
injury In the apartment included in.
dustrt•I Workers of the World men
who are defendants in the trial to be
begun in Tarrytoan, N. I., where they
were arrested when they went to the
village to make demonstrations out-
side the Porantico Hills estate of John
D Rockefeller.
_As POOR as one of the bodies of
those killed in the explosion had been
Identified as that of Arthur Caron, one
of the Tarts wen defendants, the po-
lice began an investigation Of the ex-
Wish n on the theory that the bomb
was being constructed by Caron and
others for possible use at the I. W. W.
hearings in Tarrytown There have
been rumors of ihreats to Tarrytown
officials,
late the pollee escorted from the
office of Emma Goldman's publication,
"Mother Earth," to a police station e
group of agitators.
ATTEMPT DR. CARMAN'S LIFE
-TIWOO-Shots Taken at Freeport Doctor
Without Effect - Woman
May Be Arreeted.
Freepqrt, N. Y.-Dr. Edwin Carman,
In whose office Mrs. Louise Bailey was
murdered, was shot at three times as
he drove in his automobile through the
town of Baldwin, near here. None of
the bullets struck hint. The doctor
was on his way home from Rockville
Center, where he had been to attend
• patient.
Dr. Carman told the police the story
of the attack on him. He had been
out making professional, calls and
passed through Rockville Center on his
way home. There he met Garland
Gaden, an actor, and invited him to
ride home with him.
"(laden accepted my lnvitation,-
said Dr. f arman. and got into the car
We stopped in a store and as we again
got Into the car I noticed a man' on a
bicycle near the curb. We drove off
'without paying any particular atten-
tion to the man.
"When about a mile and a half out
of town 1 heard a report and thought
one of the time had exploded. My
friend got out on one side of the ma-
chine and I got out on the other As
soon al I put my Toot- on the grouzid-T-
tidied another shot. and when I looked
around I saw the man 1 had seen when
we came out of the store standing be-
Adde his bicycle with a revolver in his
band. Garden shouted. My God. Car
man, he's trying to kill you -
'"'" - DENIES SHE EVER
SAW MRS. BAILEY
DOCTOR'S WIFE VIEWS BODY OF
DEAD- WOMAN- 0111,11CTIVIS
EXPECT TO FIND GUN.
SEARCH MADE FOR WEAPON
Mystery Surrounds Sheeting of Mrs.
Dailey in Doctor's Office-Sleuths
Pump Cesspool in Hopes of
Finding Evidence
Freeport. N I. While Mrs. Edam
Carman was In Hempstead, viewing
,b4P body of Mrs. Louise Dailey, the
Wreck Commissioner Lindsey M- ismir :gland matron killed by a shot
Canada, In charge of the inquiry Into fired ilisough the window in Dr. Car Boas W. Long, who has been chief
the sinking of the Empress of Ireland man.* office here detectives were
BOAZ W. LONG
SUFFRAGE IS STATE ISSUE
es th dIvIsIon oV Latin Americsn an.by the atorsted_la.tht_St. Lawrence pumping out-A cesspool and _a stall be_ iii um 
the state department ,use been
the re" or 
this
 physician's raildimice nominated to be minister to  Salvador
sea Wreespoot tn- the cellar._ ahd will exchange places with Wit.
Addresses Delegation From
Women's Clubs of Country-For
Local Governm•nt.
Washington.-Flve hundred mem
berg of the Gederal Federation of
Women's Clubs marched to the white
house and drew from President Wit.)
sun a final refloat to accede to de-
mands that he support the movement
for • woman suffrage amendment to
the federal constitution.
The president reiterated his stet*
tricots to previous delegations that his
party had not embodied this question
in its platforms, and then for the first
time adnainced his personal convic-
tion that the suffrage issue was ens
for settlement by the states and not
by the federal government
The women departed plainly disap-
pointed arid chagrined, some talking
of immediate action against- the demo-
cratic party.
Headed by such leaders a. Mee El-
lis Logan, Mrs. Harvey W. Wiley, Miss
Rheta Chile Derr and Miss Alice Paul,
they had marched to the while house
with ,bands playing and banners fly-
ing. They massed themselves its the
Leaguers Parade.
Buffalo. N. I --A patriotic demon-
stration and a parade marked the last
day of the ninth annual international
Epworth Learn*. convention. Charles
W. Fairbanks. former vice president.
and N. W. Rowell. M. P., of Toronto
were speakers.:
-Would Reject Time '1/4Limit.
London --Sir Edward Carson, the
rioter Unionist leader, speaking in
South London declared I-Ister Mould
reject any government proposals plac-
ing a time limit on her exclusion from
home rule.
Fourth In Switzerland.
Luc-ern-4r Swit :eel and.-Pleasant A.
Stovall. iLinetlean SIrither-
land, and his evtle 'gave a dinner, 'a
reception and a ball to celebrate the
rourth. Many prominent SwIss offt
dais were present.
Toy C  Explodes.
Greeneburg. Pa-David ,gory lost
lifivright hand and William_ Heath and
Thomas Moore, boys, were injured
when the toy cannon with which they
were celebrating the Fourth here ex
plod ed.
ireliettates Ambassador.
Constantinople-The sultan sent fp-
Reflation!' to Henry Morgeathau.
American ambassador,. on the occa-
Won of the Independence Day celebra-
tion The ambass•.dor's reception war
attended by Many Athericans.
Bodasyetts at Picnic.
Oyster Bay --The timeMonored ceb
ebration of the Foorthiler the Roosts
Yet; tamile SAM 45baaramel at in former
r'years. .The eelunei wess 54) eprite. dl
reel trig fireesivAu55ws (fir a
The detectives deduce they expect liam'H•inike.
to find a - 35-caliber revolter contain
lug one exploded shell.
--The body of the murdered woman REPLY TO ADJOURNMENT PLEA
was taken from her home In Hemp
stead to an undertaker's morgue for
an autopsy which had been ordered
by the district. attorney.
William Bailey at first refused
to allow hie wife's body to be re
moved from the house, but after the
authorities had
supreme ourt
der permitting
his consent.
Mrs. Carman
waiting at the
threatened to go to a
Justice and get an or-
the autopsy he ease
and her attorney were
morgue Mrs. Carman
was taken -into a rear room and asked
to look at the dead woman's features.
"Poor woman," exclaimed the phy
skims wife, "I am so sorry for her."
"Have you ever seen this woman
before?" her attorney asked.
Mrs. Carman replied: "No; I have
never seen that woman in my whole
life."
Detectives interviewed Miss Helen
Combs, a lawyer's stenographer, who
told them elm was in the physician's
house at the time of the shooting,
having gone there for treatment
historic east room, many cart ng Is& sERVIAN PLOTAT_EXPOSEDMeg. Once inside the wilite -MIMS
the women made no demonstration
Bombs and Arms Secured at Servian
and allowed their leaders to do all the
talking. 
Arsenal - Conspirators Confess.
Four in Plot.
Nedeljo Gabrinocics. who
JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN DEAD threw a bomb at Archduke Francis
Ferdinand and his wife while they
were proceeding to the Sarajevo town
hall made a complete confession, ac-
cording to dispatches received from
Sarajevo.
GabHnovice declared that after
learning, while at Belgrade. that Ars is
duke Francis Ferdinand was going to
Sarajevo he communicated with Gay-
rio Prinzip, who fired the fatal shots,
with the result that they resolved to
go there to kill the archduke, the
duchess and their suites and die them-
selves for the fatherland. -
To obtain bombs they applied 41
Was Striking Figure in British Poll-
tics-Heart Failure Cause
if Death.
London.--Joseph Chamberlain, one
of the most striking figures in British
politics in the past generation, died
at his London home here. His death
came as a surprise. Ile had been suf-
fering with paralysis, yet the condi-
tion of his health was not known to
be any worse than for the past three
years.
Mrs. Chamberlain, who never -left
her husband's side stseR be was artorssaose. Milan PribiteheSitch. secrcitry
St -Irith paralysis eight years ago. of a Pan-Sertian anion and form. rly
and his son, Austin Chamberlain, were an 
Iofficer In the Austrian army, uSs
had joined the Servians. Through hip,.
Gabrinovics says, bombs and re54.15
en were obtained from the Serviaiithe London season, which was at its
arsenal at Kraguyevats.
with Mr. Chamberlain when death '
came. The (-tent cast a gloom over
bsight.
Mr. Chamberlain's last public ap-
pearance was at a garden party on the
grounds of his Birmingham home on
Ilny 6 last, when, with his wife and
son, he received several hundred con-
stituents Mr Chamberlain was
wheeled out on the lawn In a chair
and appeared very feeble when he
lifted his hat to friends and neighbor
in acknowledgment of their salutes.
SIMPLE FUNERAL AT VIENNA
vismaa,-Dwing to the difficulty of
finding accommodations and a des4e
to spare Emperor Francis Joseph the
fatigue of entertaining foreign sorer-
„the German emperor will be the
only foreign monarch to attend the
funeral of the late Archduke Francis
Ferdinand and his, site. whose bodies
are on the way to Vienna from Sara-
jevo. The exception was made In Em-
peror William's favor because of his
close personal friendship for the arch-
duke.
Movie Actor* Are Drowned.
Canon City. Colo.-Miss Grace Mo-
Hugh, leading lady of the Colorado
-Motion -Inc-tune company, anT-Dwen
Carter. assistant camera marl, were
drowned in the Arkansas river: The
company was engaged in producing •
feature picture. "Across the Border.”
based on Mexican events. Miss Mc-
Hugh was fording the river on horse-
back. In tnidstreatn Artecame nerv-
ous at the swiftness of the water and
checked the horse The animal was
forced under water and WAS McHugh
was thrown into the stream:
Killed In Wreck.
Hopkinsville, Ky -Two trainmen
weeskilled, one perhaps fatally injured
ggiany negrcms hurt when-AL neg-rn
excursion train on the Louisville &
Nashville railroad was wrecked by
spreading rails three miles south of
Trenton, Ky. .
- Fireworks Pewee
Peoria, 111 -i5nlhy. 13- yea reild
daughter a Edward i'orken. secretary
cif the CentrallillnoJAght,
was bUrned Z.WIy.WbIIt Plaiflig
Rrewurgs. • • -
DEPUTIES FIGHT ROBBERS
Kills One, Wounds Another in Aisle
of Chair Can-Narrowly Es-
capes Death
Pendleton. Ore -George Macduffev.
deputy sheriff of Heppoer, Ore,
fought a single handed battle with
train robbers in the aisle of a chair
car fitly miles east of here, killing
one and wounding another. He nat
rowly missed death himself when his
pocket comb in the upper left-baud
vest pocket slowed down a bullet
aimed at his heart. The car was on
the Oregon Washington railroad
The dead man was identified by an
Inscription in his watch as Hugh 
Whitney, a desperado, known for dep-
redations in Montana. Idaho and Wy-
oming. liis wounded companion and
a third robber were trailed by posse,.
They got $200 from the express car if
the train, one diamond ring values st
$700 and afew dollars from pas„en
Cern
Senate to Pass Trust Legislation First
Lewis Told to Keep Quorum.
May Hold Night Sessions.
Washington Senate democrats, in
conference, lidePted a resolution de-
claring their purpose to stay in ses-
sion until the treat legislation passed
by the house has been acted upon in
the senate. The resolution does not
bind senators to vote for the bills
e it hout change.
• The resolution is designed to serve
definite and final mane to business
and the country that anti-trust legis-
lation is to be pawned before congress
quits Washington It was proposed by
Senator Stone after • talk with Presi-
dent Wilson and with other democratic
leaders. Senator Stone said it was in-
tended as an answer ip the propagan-
da for immediate adjournment of con.
If party leaders decided In the fu-
ture that it will be necessary to make
party measures of the three house
bills, or the substitutions offered for
them, another conference will be held
for the purpeise of binding democrats
To definite legislation. Stolle seriatort
thoug4 the resolution might bind sen-
ators to vote for the bills, but Senator
Kern. chairman of the conference, de-
clared such was not Its purpose, and a
clause stating this in epecitic' terms
'was adopted.
The resolution says:
"Resolved, That the conference of
democratic senators, after due consid-
eration, hereby declares that the pres-
ent session of congress should not ad
journ until at least the following bills
now pending in the senate have bea
-finally disposed ot."
railroad securities and e Clayton
,It names the trade co 4141,ssion, the
anti-trust bills as the measures to be
included.
Col. Pender Dies.
- Paso. T-eaas.--Col-latnes W. Pen-
der, S:"I. who, as chief of artillery un
der Gen Longstreet, fired the first
gun at the battle of Gettysburg, is
dead here.
Aids Nationalists.
London- Rosalind, doweger eoun
Less of Carlisle, has sent.to John Red
mc.nd. leader of the Irish nationalists.
$1,500 for the nationalist volunteers
fund
Blackmailer Sentenced.
New York -Joseph Burton. neero
inventor, recently captured in a spec
taieelar attempt to secure $10,000 by
blackmail from the Cunard Steamship
company, was sentenced to - .fiftes.ts
years in Sing Sing prison.
-------
. .„ Paris .Getting Hot.
-Paria.--A heat wave is spreading
.55.554i -Sam. pars of -France_ The
hightlitt-teral*I'sj.ure, registered Se ii.
1_1S degrees' Fahrenheit at. KOdief
TAM' Pri)sirotV tve ItS 1.4 esn set; rs'a
•••••••--
Woman Kills Babies.
Xenia. Ohio.- Afte.efkilling her two
children. Frederick. 1S and Huth, 6,
with a revolver, Mrs. James 'Lemins
35, committed suicide. Domestic trou-
blels believed to have been the.
BIG BUSINESS GIVES
REBELS MILLIONS
AMERICAN INTERESTS CONTRIB.
UTED THAT SUM IN LAST
NINE MONTHS.
IRE.BEL SPLIT IS WIDENED
Same of Money Went to Villa and
Some to Carranza—al Paso Has
845•41 Clearing House for
the Pl•bel Funds.
!REBELS WOULD HANG HERTA
El Faso, Trill& That more than
$1,000,000 gold has poured' iota the
ConatitutIonalist coffers from eastern
sources alone during the past nine
months, and that eine* the •plit be-
tween (hen. Carnotite and Villa, muck
of this money support VaTi-been with'
held by ConatitutionalistssaretTlacing.
a serious stnbarrasoment, Is the state
ment of men close to the situatioh
whose tongues are now loosened for
the first time. However peacefully
the Torreon arbitration conferen. es
may be proceeding, the intense bitter-
ness between followers of the two
leaders here is steadily on the increase
and is manifesting itself on verbal
indlecretions which have been un-
thinkable • month ago.
So secretly have financial _trapeze
Bon* with Mg business In the mutt
been conducted that so far it has been
impossible to place a finger on docu-
mentary proof of a single dealing of
this kind All that is definitely knovin
is that the money has come here,
sometimes in single drafts, for as high
as $50,000 and that two local banks
have been the instruments of Irene
fere of funds. Some of this money liar
fallen into the hands of Carranza's
representatives some of it has gone
to agents of Villa, but it is known that
until the recent breach between the
two leader. came the greater part of
It was honestly applied to the needs
of the revolution.
Alberto Madero, who directs the Ma-
dero family -business from here, re-
cently left for New York The im-
pression was gained here that Mr.
Madero was going to California for a
rest, and only within 24 hours haa it
become known that he went to New
York insteaa. It is commonly re-
ported here that Mr. Madero went east
to impress on certain busIneep men
having large interests in Northern
Mexico of the necessity of continuing
their financial support of the revolu-
tion, and there is a certain coterie
here which is manifesting great inter-
est in hjs return or some word from
Mtn "'
It is commonly reported that the
Carranra wing of the Constitutionalist
party is still in good financial condi-
tion, but that it is not loosening lip to
Villa's faction and does not intend to.
Hence the pressing need of aid from
good friends of the past.
That El Paso has been the clearing
haulm- for-large sums--of money for
the Mexican revolutionists is so-well
underiitood that it would be- folly to
contradict it.- Where this money came,
Carrenas is Preparing to Prevent Dl.-
titer's Recaps-Picked Corps to
Capital In Disguise.
Vera Crus.-tlen Carrells* instruct-
ed his Vera Cruz representative, Hifi-
bent) Jars, to use every possible.
means to prevent tim escape of fluent&
&emir Jara confirmed the report Cr
Taniplco that the rebels have sent &
body of picked men in disguise to
Mexico City for therlAirpose not only
of p hag livierta's isseape, but •iso
to protect the dictator from assassina-
tion.
Two of these men have obtained em
ploymeout as palace guard. Oti others
ii•ve enlisted in Gen illanquers fa•
Twenty-ninth regiment, Huerta's
chief reliance.
Senor Jars says the rebels wish
shov• all things td prevent the mesas-
elnation of Iluerta.
"We wish to try him legally," he
said. "If he escapes we will demand
his return as an etabezaler, defaulter
and murderer. 1 believe the American
people will support the demand that
Nitierla be not classed is • political of-
binder._
"We are prepared to prove that
Harris -has- --Moles 24,000,000 peace.-
Some of these funds are deposited In
New York banks Rafael Zuburan is
tracing the accounts there"
Gen. Jesus Carranza, now at Tam-
pico, is quoted as saying that a dozen
offers to kill have been made to his
brother, Venustiano, all of which have
been rejected.
"We are determined that Victorian*
Hurtle shall go to the gallows," said
Carranza. "But he must go legally."
Tratelers arriving from Mexico City
report that Huerta had planned to send
his wife and daughter to Puerto Mex-
ico.. When he went to his cites bou-
doir In the palace to bid her farewell
he found her on her knees praying.
She threw her arms about him, vow-
ing never to leave him and, encircling
Ills neck witisst string of rosary beads,
begged him to swear by the cross
never to-force her to part from him.
Huerta, although he manifested great
emotion, refused to take the oath
LIND ADMITS AIDING REBELS
The Question is Whether or Not Lind
Expressed Wilson's Views in the
Statement to Rebels.
New York.---"As far as the impres-
sion is conveyed in these letters that.
am_lassympathy with the constitu-
tionalist cause, that is true"- John
Lind.
John Lind shows very little appre-
ciation of the issue raised by the re-
ports of his peculiar activities In con-
nection with the revolutionary junta
at Washington and the secret diplo-
macy carried on there with the repre-
sentatives of the revolutioniste if he
thinks that It has to do with his per-
sonal predelictions towards the vari-
ous factions striving for control in
Mexico.
Mr. Linde assertion that the state-
ments contained in the vai lime docu-
ments of the revolutionary junta cot-
respondence accurately represents his
views is highly important it is of
even greater importance to know
whether the assertiona that Mr. Lind
was the direct representative of Presi-
dent Wileon at .this time and whether,
as is asserted in the -correspondence,
Mr. Lind was giving voice to the views
of the president- of the United States.
NEW PROPELLERS TESTED
Flying Boat Makes Longest Trip Since
Trials Begin Shows Speed of 60
Miles an Hour.
lianimondsport. N. I -- Speed trials
and a bench test of the new propell-
ers marked the work on the Rodman
Wanamaker trans-Atlantic flying boat_
At noon Lieut. Porte took the America
out for the longest trip she has made
In the air since trials began Appar-
ently he had no difficulty in bringing
the machine to pLsning epees) on the
water.
Over • marked course the machine
showed a speed of 60 miles an hour.
During this test the motors were run-
ning at 1,200 revolutions per minute
instead of their maximum of 1,300.
A -Weight-carrying test w1th -yhwnv-
pV)pallers was planned, but rain in;
tertered with the program.. '
Lieut. Porte let/ for New York, but
expects to, return here before sailing
for Newfoundland to make certain that
the Oanges to be made to the hut'
have the desired effect..
Electric Car Wrecked. -
Pittsburgh --One man- was killed
and a Score of .peesops injured, three
perhaps fatally. In a head-on collision
between an electric car and a work
train twelve miles north of here.
Oil Tanks Burn.
Beaumont, Tex.---Loss approximat-
ing 6126.000 resulted when two oil
tanks were fired by lightning. They
belonged to the Texas company and
the Nederland and Gulf Pipe. Line. com-
pany
Newspapers Burned Out.
Belton. Tex.- Fire destroyed the
buildings and plants of the When-
Newp and the Journal. The loss will
amount to $26000. The fire started
'la some bay stored In the rear Of tht
Journal building..
"Chicago Joe" Hangs. "
Wethersfield. Conn - Joseph Buono-
roo, alias "t'istearro Just," was hanged-in
the state prison. het* for the murder
if jeunte Coviteev-re, vs- citOgoe fled*.
jsco years *co. He Mack' a disittell
Sirnifettsion - • es,
-
from has also been guessed with fair
degree of accuracy, although in, abs'
attire of Kee Me proof Hit natnes of
contributing firms arid individuals can-
not be mentioned.
Through the medium of, -forced
loans, confiscation, excessive war
taxes and concessions, large sums of
money for the support of the revolu
tion in the State of Chihuahua has
been raised by Villa and his agents,
but the money as reported by these
sources of supply accounts for a very
small part of the money whl.ih has
been expended on Ma's army. It 10
believed that nothing short of ii con-
gressional Investigation, to ertibrat e all
Constitutional sources of revenue in
the l'aited States during the plat
year, will ever unearth the sped i Ic
fats with the names of the donors mil
the amounts of their contribution*,
CARRANZA STILL HOLDS OUT
Rebel Leader Asks Time in Which to
Consult With His Generals. .
No Other Reply.
Washington -With the Niagara me-
diation conference on the eve of a re-
cess pending a proposed meeting of
representatives of Gen litierta and
the conStitutionalists to discuss Mei:
ken internal affairs, Gen Venustiano
Cat-tante firm ohlef 'of the constitu-
tionalists, telegraphed his Washing-
ton agents that he had not heard from
his associate leaders with regard to
participation' n such a conference.
Carranaa's representatives. who had
expected that some definite reply
might be received, announced later
that nothing would be learned.
111.1•Mok....Mr 
ASKS ABOUT UNIFS WORK
Kahn Desires Inquiry into Evasion or
Arms Embargo-Was Lind
in the Scheme?
Washington.-- Itepreseutative Kahn
iCC2lifornia Introduced a resolution to
the secretary of state to trans-
law to the house, if not incompatible
with the public interest, correspond-
ence with John Lind. l'resident Wil-
son's personal representative in Mes-
leo
He specified documents '"in'telation
to assurances given by Lind to Capt.
S. G. Hopkins of this city or any per-
son to the effect that war material
might be exported from Mobile. Pensa-
cola or other gulf ports in small vest-
sels to Cuba, where their course
might be alterWto the 'mouth of the
Rio Bravo, and that there would be no
interference whatsoever with ship-
ments made in. this way."
The resolution was referred to the -
foreign affairs committee.
Would Aid Education.
Washington.-A delegation of Chris-
tian Brothers told -j President Wilson
that members of their order had been
- en out of Monterey. Mexico, and
their property confiscated Mr. Wilson
promised to do everything in his pow-
er to relieve them.
Washinston.- President Wilson has
signed ths naval appropriation MIL
width cart es a provision for two new
dreadnaugh's and permits the sale of
the battleali.ss Mississippi and Idaho
to Greece.
Cardinals Other than Pripet.
England has catdinals other than
these created by the pope At (me
time there were offtrials of that title
attached to a number of our cathe-
drals. whose duty it was to visit the
sick and relieve the needy, but St
Paul's is now alone indrthe prostiesaion
of a senior and -a juutor' cardinal,
elected by the Mans front among the
teinoVnarioni. .0ne of the holders et
the title In recent ,time (as this au
thot of OW ;Jackdaw of.
faatifion Ckroniele _ j
_
:
- Kindness' and Gratitude.
Beware of taking kindnesses from,
°there as matters of course The
heart'Nrell purged by humanity is sp
deeply conscious of its unworthiriese
that to receive acts of tininess el-
ways excites some emotion of grati-
tude, of shame. of euentieme or all
three together --of , gratitude for the
benefit. of shame upon thinking how
Ill it is deserved, of surprise that our
hretiren should bestow- ueop as what
so so itftletne-R•1•:•-rrein Mr Glad-
limbos --fiedfghnis - • 0--
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MADE A GOOD GUIDE
Representative J nitrogen Moore
who succeeded John liaison on the
ways and means mainline... while
hailing from Philadelphia, knows hi.
Washington like • natIv• During tbe
visit of a party of hom• friends to
the capital, Mr. Moore was showing
them the sights of the city and, while
coming from the northeast entrance
or the Whit. 'louse grounds their at-
tention was attracted by the groms of
heroic figures that maim up the La
r•yleitil statue at the southeast corner
of Lafayette square.
This presents, with other things,
a woman with • garment about her
loins which she is frantically grasp-
ing - holding up a naked sword to
Lafayette, who is standing above. Her
attitude is one of Pester, pay, anxious
and Insistent supplication.
As the party approached the stat-
uary group, Representative Moore
struck tbe posture of • guide, and, in
the professional twang of the craft.
droned out in singsong: "And now, tattles and gentlemen. we "Ina to the
far-famed statue of the great soldier and statesman. Marquis de lalayette.
Below him is • woman in suppliant attitude, holding a sword. Apparently
'she is speaking earnestly to hint and-"
"Due Mr Moore," interrupted one of the ladles of the party, "what is
the woman saying to Lafayette?"
"That', very plain, if you observe the condition of her attire, madam."
he replied. "She's begging hint: Herm general, take this, quick, while I
catch my clothes"
"DREAD UPON THE WATERS"
Representative Heflin of Alabama
is -a great believer in the return of
bread "cast upon the waters," and in
proof thereof reiatema story of the
time when_ he had fist entered poll'
tics.
It perms that about five miles
from the Ileflin home a negro Jubi-
lee of some sort was in progress and
was attracting .hUndreds of' negroes
from all parts of the surrounding coun•
try. One of those who wished to at-
tend the function arid had driven
many weary nines was unfortunate
when he reached the vicinity of the
Heflin residence. One of the wheels
on his buggy broke.
The old darky had been told
where Representative ileflin's father
lived, and probably also that the elder
Mr Heflin had a sympathetic heart.
Therefore, he went to the door and
asked the elder Mr Heflin, who had a
blacksmith shop, to let him borrow a
wheel for his broken buggy.
The wheel was loaned and the negro went on his way rejoicing. __ -
Some years later. howev.ma when he present representative had bees
persuaded to enter the race for the state legislature, he saw the old (tarty.
Mr. Heflin had just come to the end of a pause in a campaign speech when
the wheel borrower arose in the back of the assemblage
"Atad Just lak to ask yo' one question, sub. Are yo' the son of Dr.
Heflin?"
And when he had received an affirmative response from the speaker of
the day, the old darky continued:
"Well, den, Ah Just wants to tell yo' one thing Ah never took del wheel
back to yo' father. Ali Just kept postponin' it and postpontn' It and Ah guess
Ah'll never see yo' father again in dis world an' he'll never see dat whireL
But Ah- ni going to tell yo' now, dis old man and his three sons is A man' to
cast their votes for yo'."
WRITING FOR A LIVING
Ambassador Page. She says:
Ambassador Walter 11. Page,
speaking lately to the British authofs,
dwelt upon the folly of writing for S
living From the standpoint of mere
barnyard gumption, he said, It is ab-
surd for anybody to start out to speed
his life trying to support himself or
herself with the pen. As the am-
bassador has been an extensive dealer
In literature as a magazine e'attorahe
ought to be able to speak with some
degree of authority on the subject.
His testimony is In practical accord
with the great majority of those who
can speak from the experience of an
author, an editor or a publisher. One
of the most successful women authors,
pecuniarily considered, at least. was
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps In her auto-
biography she dwells on the subject
of authorship,_ speaking from a wide
experience, and her advice to persons
who are attempting a career of au-
thorship is to the same effect and
very much more pungent than that of
"Write if you must, not otherwise."
TURKISH ENVOY ADOPTS MOSLEM FAITH I
Alfred Rustem Bey des. BilinskL
_who Ima just -succeeded to the poet
of Turkish ambassador to the United
States Is not a Turk. His father
was a Pole and his mother was a
Visa Sandlson, of an aristocratic
British family. The ambassador has
recently received widespread corn-
meadatten; in many Turkish news-
papers because he. a short time ago,
embraced the Moslem faith.
alt Is like coming bails home."
said the ambassador In Washington
the Miter day. "I have so many good
friends here that it Is a great delight
to serve my government in Wash-
ington
"No. 1 do not apprehend another
--war in the Balkans. I am one who
earnestly hopes for peace and be-
lieves there will be peace Turkey.
it is true, lost some territory In the
recent ear, and while It is always
bad for a nation to lose territory. It
• probabIr prova a blessing for us
In the end -The Turkish army Is in far better condition than ever.
einader, hut more efficient, better disciplined. and better trained"
*molter in Mode.
Suburban Gardener-"This 'sure
death to hugs' I purchased here
doesn't seem to kill the pests at all."
Salesman - 'Ah' y0 - see. sir, the prop-
antes of this -preparation are not to
kill the bug li at once, but to under-
lain. their constitutions"
Cost of Living.
..Custorner Why do 'you leave this
king tail on tbeasheik, when I eri‘eil
ter. a- ahort-oat- porta/hie:se' .• :
Inftcher--==)adni; syea both
-• sitest--
•
ft's
Development of Sympathy.
Is may. indeed, be said that sympa-
thy exists in all minds, as Faraday has
discovered that magnetism exists In
all metals, but a certain temperature
is required to develop the hidden prop-
erty, whether in the metal or the mind.
-Buiwer, • -
Their Paley. •
"Do you tip the waiters in this
'restatiraat!" •
- Aim afraid but tn. Ton see. t
have adopted • pulley of watchjil
•
The Last Men,
man on earth to talk about
poor bustness now Aosta be the man
who was president in 1907 -Phillidel
pbta Record
Not a Worthy Rival.
Mr Roosevelt seems to be convinced
that Mr Wilson is not as great a press
iildat as be was, and his mild talk
the office of Secretary of State C F inission to reassess the property of about 'calamity indicates that he
Crecelius by the Elkhotn & Rea•er the landsvIne and•Nalthville and Chet.. doestt't think, Mr. Wilson can bring
Valley Railroad Co
_ tanP"Cko.virfetndonOha 
about--es great • panic as he did iniloirgRedalirtoadberoumzearnuieshteet -Canteens To' Law. • swaged or emitted. The representatives .11107.-New Tort Herald
-'Dr. 0. L. Ault:, city health commis- of the city- contendifd that property -sientkr' annint.nr3e-V• 41"1".°4 that' ItItruottog. to 1-115.4)" owned .• by the' WhenCt:.r.oloatna.01AMROostleetive•altai°decn. toAil shales. opergtad in Closrleetes. must lantsville and Naslivale itailtoad ONs. .tok -bap nea.aiste.; credited u.lek• heflie aide to etas-form with /the Was not asre;ised and that. propertY
laws .4it mattatiaa-4-94,14. AcitiLitaistattiaa_talleflist attesting...to Ow
,C. & p. Railroad Co. bad been omitted.;
Federal Court Clear.
Charged With Seining. The docket Is entiftily .cleared for
...State Deputy Game Wardens Shaw the session in United States district
and HIll arrested two men for seininie court, and there remains on the thicket
on Chaplin river. They were fined no eases which have not been dis-
tr. &Mete. The seine was confiscated lamed of. Until the next term of court.
and cut to pieces. Many eXpreisions: which begins in Octolw..there will he
of approval of the work or the wardens little to occupy the offictils' at•ention
were heard after the matter had been Bankruptcy cases will form most of
settled and the frees paid, the business'
Deed of Treat, Covington Loses Suit.,
A first mortgage deed of trust In' fa The city of Covington Met with (la
vor of the Central Trust Co. to secure. feat tahaen its reptiMentathes endear-
& bond issue of 11.000.000 was filed in ored to get the State Railroad Com-:
schools of the state. State Superin-
tendent Hamlett did not sign the di-
plomas this year, and bad instractea
the county school superintendent/I nu t
to permit the graduates to teach itathe
negro common schools without a see-
cial examination.' This opinion of Gar-
nett overrules Hamlett. A friendly snit
may be filed to get a construction of
the lotsrtute%
May Retain $l3„000.
Suit involving the balance of $S.46•1
56 in the fund of the pure food de-
partment investigation which may.,re-,at the clots*. of the fiscal yearwas ed-a-the rienkiin circuit court milt th
dictments by the grand jury when itseeking to prevent State Auditor H
M. Bosworth from turning this sum convenes,
into the general expenditures fund.
The style of the suit is State Univer- Duty to Sign Contracts.
sitv of Kentucky for the benefit of the Attorney:-General James Garnett
Agricultural Eramelment station and, gave to Barksdale Hamlett. State Su-
Younger Alexander as treasiaer perintendeut of Public Instruction, a
against H. M. Bosworth, auditor of written °pluton. in which he held that
public accounts. The plaintiff prays it is the duty of the State Superin-
for a ,wrIt of mandamus against the tendent of Public Instruction to sign
auditor requiring him to draw aar-.1 the contracts of the publishina Mom
rants on the treasurer Mir IR.460.56 and r patties whose hooks were adopted by
deliver same to the proper offices of the State Text Book Commission,
the experiment station.
EFsE EEsT Discard N..RuDRauStilt  hiialance of 
fund of the 
r r
department it the close of the fiscalOF LABoR uNioNstiburt,,j4sIlear-kilthe:11'llon et111701h AiLatlisonAculdreltuoirtit. M lioarrortis- from reverting Ibis
ts to the ameeral expenditures
fund The style of the suit is Mate
Vnivereity of s•nt-tifity for the Minent
of the AgrAiltural Experiment Station
and Younger Alexander, as treasurer
against II. M. itoneorth. Auditor of
Public Accounts Ti.. plaintiff prays
for a writ of mandamus against the
suillior m requiring hi to draw war.rant. ou the treasurer tor MOM 64
and deliver same to the proper ofil
cers of the experiment station. The
state appropriates $30,000 annually
for the pure food branch of the state
experiment station. Lexington. As-
sistant State Auditor G. 11. Likens is
of the opinion that this money is for
defraying the expenses of making an-
alyses only
KENTUCKY BOARD REFUSES TOCOEFICED IN TEXT BOOKSELECTIONS.
MOCKERY TO ORGANIZED LABOR
Telegram Received From Allied Print-
ing Trades Councils and
laseutive Board.
(lati•elal rtankfort rorr.opondence
Frankfort -The state text book coast-
Mission refused to comply With the
request of the labor matins to set
aside the adoption of test books for
the rural schools and county high
schools that did not carry the union
label. A telegram from the labor
unions that had been sent to the gov-
ernor maw -submitted -to the eptititi
&On It said in part: "The tn. other'
ship of the Allied Printing Trades
Councils. as Cell as the executive
board of the United Trades and Labor
Assembly in emotion assembled, direct
me to wire you that the results of the
numerous resnions of the state text
book commission and the awards made
to the majority of non-union publish-
ers of school books are a mockery to
afrearitsedalabor in face of the resolu-
tion adopted favoring union labor
products. The executive officers of
labor Mania:Mons are
aware of the fact that quite a number
of books submitted did not bear the
union label and eoeld not be proeured
under union: conditions. However, be-
fog posit iVely convinced that the union
emblem could have been procured on
all reader's, yet we find, to our dismay
and utteridisappoletment, that -the
!armlet unfair house in this country
has been favored with the first, second
and third readers, when it promised
us that all readers would bear the
union label."
To Address Teachers.
At a meeting held here In the office
of T. W. tl'Inson, secretary of the Ken-
lucky Educational Association, the fol-
lowing speaiters were selected to ad-
dress county teachers' institutes in
the interest of securing the attendance
of trustees at the K. E. A. meeting in
Louisville next spring: T. J. Coates,
McHenry Rhoads and F. C. Button,
state school supervisors; Mrs. Cora
Wilson Stewart, chairman of the-State
Illiteracy Commission; I.ida E. Gard-
ner, superintendent of Nicholas coun-
ty, and C. M. McAllister and C. D.
Lewis. of Berea College. Among other
All Profits Made.places Miss Gardner will speak at
The State Railroad Commission de-stituteLouisville at the Jefferson county in' 
to enter a final order in the corn-the week of August 29. T. J.
Coates will address the joint Franklin, plaint of J. M. Itichardron. of Glas-
gow. against thel:lasgow Railway Co.,Scott, Woodford and Jessamine coun-
ty institute at Nicholasville July 14. a. road operated by the Louisville and
Secretary Vinson John B. McFerran, Nashville. Richardeon -• protested
against the passenger rate of five cents,of Louisville; T. J. Coates, Miss Lida
E. Gardner and C. D. Lewis attended a mile charged from Glasgow- to Glas-
the conference here. Each county i gow Junction. The. question_ for then-
▪ will set apart one day for the commission to determine is whether
trustees. it is a violation of a carrier's duty to
- the public tut segregate a portion of its
Negroes May Teach. • line and then privilege that line to
Attorney-General Getnett:gay-a to Nharge a greater rate than that which
CF. Russell, of Faintoaira pre-igent presalls over the entire system. .
of the Kentucky Normal and Industrial'
Institute, his writteen opinion that d:- LecturersAppointed.
bY all the trunteea of the college eta
plimas from that institution. signed it
ees interested in Trustee ay at t
In an effort to get the schoolatrus-
cept the State Superintendent of Pita- , al assoe!*tlon.
lic instruction, are valid. He said for- -"esker* have been named by the as-
ther that such diplomas authorized the sociation to atonfd the County Teach-
holders idaleach in the negro common ens' ,Institutes -The lectures will be :
' M. McAllister and e. D. Lewis, of
Berea; T J. Coates and McHenry-
Rhoads, of this city; F.1.7..Button, of
f'ersailler; Miss Lydia E. Gardner, of
apd Mrs_ Cora Wilson Stew'
art, cf Morehead.
Assistants for Clubs.
The standardization of the girls'
canning club product* Is a feature of
the club work to which Mrs lienen
ft. Wolcott, lit ritirrge of tne--etub-orr-ganization, Is directing serious atten-
tion. linviesascounty has nal mem-
bers, as has Magoffin county. Assist-
ants may be sent to the county agents
In these counties In the event that it
appears impossible for the agents to
give tire attention to the work of indi-
vidual members, requirid to assure
absolute conformity to the standard
of eeigna quality and the process of
canning tomatoes • in Magoffin and
the girls already have
found a market for their products In
,the railroad iusd-salulint camps, Evit-n'
One of flo.rn is assuXd of a profit of
Ill, e frontober tenth of tin acre nt to-
matoes, besides the (glance to win-the
government awards.
Sanitarium for County.
Plans are afoot /or a campaign in
Franklin county for the permanent
employment of a district nurse and
the establishment here of a tubereu-
losis sanitorium for Franklin and
Scott counties. The law authorizing
Mica! courts to appropriate money for
sanitorlions permits of the, county
group plan and Franklin is the choice,
because the capitol is here and the
value of the sanitorium can be de-
Monstcated to legislators during the
sessions, The first step in the cam -
Panto was taken in connection with
the Chautauqua. where an emergeney
hospital was opened, with Miss Della
Cooper, district nurse, in charge. Be-
sides affording a means of caring for
emergency cases, if any should arise,
the attendants will distribute, pam-
phlets for the state tuberculosis corn
ali.slon.
Probe Begins. -
Having in his possession (ragmen'
ary evidence that a string of asso-
ciated factories are being_operated in
direct violation. of the Sherman anti
'rust law, District Attorney William
Barnhart is now engaged in a more
TASK TO DEMOCRATS
Should Work to Correct Wasteful
Expenditures.
Clientss in the Present System if
Making Appropri•tlene Are im-
perative and Cannot lie
Undertaken Tou Early.
--
le the matter of wasteful noniron
*tonal espendlture the Democracy must
do exactly as it did with tbe tariff aid
lb. currency It built from the bottom
up, on new and wend principles 14
did not try to do what the ftepublicene
bed duce, said simply do It a little
milder or more reerorsably; It took II
new start. Uer @paten/ 
sed 
of appropriaa
lag public, moiety is calle by
Courtesy W• have had no system:
there has been uo co ordlnatknA
tween the taming and the spending end
of the government. If • commercial
Corporation were run with as little st-
int) to the relation between Income
and expenditure, it would be handed
over to the sheriff within six months.
Hare Is a task of the first magnitude
which can be vigorously prosecuted
with no danger of "alarming the coun-
try" or 'disturbing business condi,
tons ". One paean of joy would go up
from Key Went to Seattle and truce
Wire Island to Han Pedro If it were an-
nounced that the congressional leaders
bad set themselves actively to work
out the problem of governmental
economy. Nothing would more surely
and more vitally sestet In the recovery
of business front hi- 111 effects of the-
drought and the European period of.
hard times.
• : This Is not partisan effaelvenesi.
,The Republic challenges contrarlictkm
of lb., statement that the administra-
tion leaden§ lo congress hero proven
their ability to disregard selfish con-
sideratiotos in legislation. The tariff
bill swept away favoritism to the sugar
leteresta In Democratic Louisiana.
Prophecies were freely made that,Os-
car toderwood's steed-making constIV
uency would find ways to moderate the
application of the Democratic princi-
ples to the metals tariff and that the
Democratic senator from the wool
states of the West would bring to
nothing the efforts to reform the wool
schedule, but they were proved tales
—at. TaiiiTs Republic.
No. SIX-SIXTi-SIX
This is a prescription prepared N.
peitirliy for Malaria or close and
?ever. Ph.. or six doses will break
any Lase, and It taken time as a touts,the fever will nut velure. 25c.- Adv.
Cause and Offset
"She looked dasilmrs el me
"Ilion, naturally, you must feel con.
siderably cut up' ,
ENVII,VEVIT.&:7 I'laT
ran. woariliree
- ---
A TM Wedding
"An' phwat's a tin weddita, patr
"lothure, it's when yea. been ow-
ned tin years."
The Day of the Beaver.
Pat Did you ever DON a beaver at
work?
Mike Sure! On the 17th of March:
- — -------lest of Proof.
Madge--What makes you think she
loves him so desperately?
Marjorie -The otner evening she sat
out a tango and hersitetIon
Puck.
Thinking It Over.
"What makes you keep banging
around that jewelry store?"
"I have an idea." replied the ice
tnan. "These Jewelers have the right
theory • bout weights. I'm going to
quit gentile ice by the pound and sell
It by the karat."
Shown Up.
Senator IA Follette was talking
about the dodges and squirms of a
certain corrupt railroad officials
"For all his dodges and squirms,"
said the aerator, "the man was shown
up. It's like the case of Smith.
"A dun entered Smith's fiat, pushed
into the parlor and said to Smith's
little son:
"'Where's your father?'
"'Gone away,' the urchin anewered,
according to orders.
"'Gone away? Ilumph! Where
tor
-:"."Thir closet thernTaasl.lie reITY'
For Undesirable Vegetation.
Common salt is not so effective as
oil on grass and narrow-leafed vege-
tation. but Is better than eremite of
soda. When the vegetation Is veryrank salt will be found very icon*,
and should be used at the rate
of from two to three tons per acre,
depending upon the rankness of the
growth The salt should be fine
grained, free from lumps, and should
be scattered very uniformly. To se-
cure the best results, it should be
made into a saturated solution, one
pound being mixed aith a quart anda half of water. The salt brine chould
be applied by means of a sprinklingcan or sprinkler, which applies it
faster than a spraying mark.
Valuation of Nallroade.
The valuation of railroad Ilea. Is In
progress, conducted either by public
authority or by experts employed by
the corporations themselves. The Le-
high Valley, for Instance. has recently
bad Its property appraised by an ex-
pert whose report is to the effect that
Its true valuation Is 1324,000,000. This
works out at $2111.898 per mile. ex-
clusive of equipment. Such figures
are revelations to (hose congressmen
who talk glibly of reproducing rail-
roads at half the current estimates of
'their capitalization. In a region simi-
lar to that served by the Lehigh Val-
ley, railroad-building conies high.
Cities and towns are traversed and
local real estate values govern the
cost of location The modern line
I must be better built than was the rail-
road of 3,1 years ago, has heavier road-
bed and rails, and crosses rivers and
highways on bridges of steelair con-
crete. There is a four-mile stretch of
railroad within a short distance Of
%Mon to build which "spoiled the
looks" of. $1,000.000, long and deep
rock cuts and overhead crossings play-
lag their parts in piling up the total
-Boston Transcript.
The Single Term.
It takes time to amend the consti-
tution of the Visaed States. The
amendment providing for a six-year
presidential term with no re-election
must be pushed with vigor if it is to
be adopted before '1916.
Resolutions for, such an amendment
are pending In both houses of congress.
It is doubtful, however, if either is in
form for final passage. The prohibi-
tion must be made abealute No man
who has served sft.years in the presi-
dency - f-ore the -Manion a-
amendment should be elicit:31e to elec-
tion afterward. This mist be made
so clear that it cannot be miscon-
strued.
Only in this way can the country get
a cnance to attend to its proper busi-
ness. unrexed by Bull Moose bawling.
-The amendment must be scrutinized
with care betrire It Is eent out to the
states. but It must not be dela)ed The
(Rot state election held after the slow-
ing session of congress should have
a chance to pass upon this matter.
There must be no toes of time and no
lock of clearness in translating the
anti-third term tradition into constits
tonal law.
The last
•
being epgaged in an especially enee.
seattilrograla of Wishing. • -
'es
.010
The Same Thing.
Vincent Astor, at a dinner in New
York. said of the French evening
gowns that have caused so many
shocked women to unite in protest
"I heard a story about one of these
gowns. A headstrong girl had pur-
chased it in the Rue de la Paix with-
out her mother's knowledge, and, she
insisted: on wearing it. the evening it
came home, at Armenonville for din-
ner and at the opera aftarwarda for
the Russia ballet. ller mother, how-
ever, protested, mit- the girl, in her
headstrong way, declared:
• wear that gown or nothing.'
"With a shrug and a faint smile,
her mother answered.
-Well, it comes to about the same
thing.'"
- - 
HIT THE SPOT.
Postum Knocked Out Coffee Alls.
There's a good deal of satisfiction
and comfort In hating upon the right
thing to rid ono of the varied and
Constant alimeuta oaused by coffee
drinking.
"Ever since I can remember."
Writes an Ind. woman, "my fatherhas been a lover of his coffee, but the
continued use of it so affected his
stomach that he could scarcely eat at
'Mother had coffee-headache and
dizziness, and If I drank coffee for
breakfast I would taste It all day and
usually go to bed with • headache.
"One day father brought home a
pkg of Postum recommended by our
grocer. Mother made it according to
directions on the box and it Just "hit
the spot." It bag a dark. seal-brown
Colon changing to golden brown whencream Is added, cnd a snappy taste
Similar to mild, high grade coffee, Mil
we found that its eontinued use speed.
ay put an mid to all our coffee ills.
-That was at least ten years ago
and Postum has, from that .day 00
this, been a standtng order of father's
grocery bill.
'When I married, my husband wasa great coffee drinker, although he
admitted that it hurt him. When I
'mentioned Postum be said he did notIllte• the taste of it. I told him Iamid make it taste all right. He
mailed and said, try it, The result
Was a success, he won't hate any-
fling but Poetum."
Name given by Poettim Co., Battle
Creek. bitch. Read "The Road to
Welivills," in' pkga
Postum"now comet In two forms:
Regular Peetum--inust be well
boiled-la, and :So packages.
, Instant' Postage-is a soluble pow-
der. Made in the cup with hot wa-ter—so bolllasy—lho and SO0 tins.
Tb• -Coat INC cue of both kinds isabout the sates..
P111111114 I, Reason' for Pwetem. s
--eold by Orimong.
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Get Your Clothes Cleaned
We are prepared to do any-
thing that is done in a first class
pressing shop. Clothes cleaned,
pressed mended and altered; old
hats made new. Special attention
given Palm Beach suits, and lad-
ies' work. Harry Maddox will be
in charge in the future.
You give us the work and we
guarantee satisfaction. Will call
for and deliver your clothes.
We Have the Agency for the
Paducah Home Laundry
necessary is for us to wake op!
to the importance of its enforco.
ment.
We never let an opportunity
by of applying the strong arm When one has suffered tor•
of the law to the boot-logger. tares from a bad back and has
but how many times have we found relief from the aches and
known a tobacco dealer to be pains, that person's advice is of
indicted for handing out cigar. of untold value to friends and
ette papers"! How many minors neighbors. The following neigh-
have been indicted for using co , bony advice comes from a Mur•
garettes since that was made a' ray resident:
violation of law? W. R. Broach, ex county as-
I do not mean that our work
of eliminating the use of cigar-
ette' is to be accomplished by once I
the strict application of the law , they do
in all cases. There is a better' I have hai
means of attaining the same trouble occ
end. Neither can we hope to always
attain our end by dealing alone pills. T
NEIGHBORLY ADVICE
Freely Gives by a Murray Citizen. THE JOHN DEERE  WAGONS
sesitor, Murray, liy., says: "I
still use Doan's ki ey pills
while and find that
a grea eal of good.
cks of kidney
and haie
an's kidney
ver failed
with those addicted to the bah-Ito help me. Others have also
it. We must cooperate with told me what rest good they
parents and dealers. Let us first have had ftefn- revile
tobacco dealer. But you may simply k for a
Parent -andi -Price 60c, at frralt the help of the
idnj
say in that very thing lies the -get
difficulty. So it does, but the same tha
problem is not Impossible. Why
can't we organize a league for 
Foster - Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N Y.
the purpose of eliminating the
Adams Barber Shop
Murray, Kentucky
Cumberland lelephone No. 181 - Independent No. 101
v-
The Cigarette Smoker.
his privilege to fight it has
,changed to his undeniable duty.
1The teacher's work is peculiarly
adapted to a vigorous campaign
No doubt as the time foropen-
against the habit and with the
ing rchool approaches the wide-
proper cooperation with parents
awake, thoughtful teacher s'
and tobacco dealers can be madei ,
ver
mapping out-a-course of action t 
y effectival. -----
that will in his ()Pinion be most 
could be changed to a war 
If the cry for a war with Mex-
aserviceable to the people whom ic 
he serves. The tim is indeed agSthst the cigarette habit muche. 
ripe for action. :greater results would be the
The rapidity with which the outcome.
cigarette habit is growing upon The whole nation very right-
the rising generation and th fully m3urns the loss of the
potency of the efTect make it soldier bays who fell in the cap-
Ily
ey have
40 • 4••
y.
Don't
remedy
Pills-the
roach had.-
cigarette habit, and thru the in- Obituary
strumentality of the league edu-
cate the people to the deadly aft Mary Gream, after several
fects of the habit. Thru educae years of illnes died at her moth-
tion is the only solution. We can er's home, Mrs. Trelia Jonas.
certainly count on the help and ,She was born in 1863, in
sympathy of the medical pro. Graves county, and fell asleep
in Jesus arms when she was 21fession from the beginning.
The results of the cigarette years 5 months and 8 days old.
habit are not only the weak-1 It was hard to give Mary up,
nesses attending a wrecked but it is a debt we all have to
physical condition of the body li PaY sooner or later: she was
alone, but they leal to the de-: such a sweet girl, the greatest
'generacy of the mind as well. I consolation we have is this,-
Degeneracy of the mind leads she tried to live a christian life
Like all other "John Deere" Goods, they are
made from the VERY BEST MATERIALS. Nothing
but select hickory and the very finest grade oak,
are used in the gears.
-
SPLIT HICKORY AXLES, Hickory Double Trees,
and Neckyoke. St 4, Hickory and Oak; Hubs
and Fellow', Best Oak.
Wheels are boiled in L ed Oil a are proof
against moisture. Dust proo nd same of
them.
All made in the "John D e Wav ' which is a
guarantee that you get-thir EST ONLY.
LET US SHOW YOU
•=1.
Malt-A-GLASGOW
I
THERE'S NO SENSE Notice a Sale.
IN TAKING CALOMEL Calloway Circuit Court.Hank of Hazel, Lift.
• VII
Dodson's Liver Tonic will fix J. A. ward% et al, tiro,.
Hy %inn, or judgement and (trier
of a sale of the catiowave-vtiouit,
Courty at the A prll Term. 1914. for
the purpose to sstisfy. the sald Judge-
and a child don't want to go to noeut, In fayor of the batik-Of Ratel
school when billious or consti- for 'Ii" a'slit,'
ithe
oof r•nlIte:! :104 0 spirt Ir tLefrosonti
pated. If you try calomel to
date till paid and lite costs herein ea-cure you the chances are that
liertdie,liolti tier atijoidg-e,1 toy the court
effectswili  be ;hoar, eyaokue%nedi b
ll 
ye iltasidaftz
that the Rink of•Moirray recover of
for two or three days more. So Vie deferulent .1. .%. Folweed. 1431 12
up your liverinsfely and won't
'knock you out' a day. A man
feels very little like working
a
•
a
we say "Don't take calomel !"
You can get a perfect remedy 
dual tph tat lir trmetztailtni tictsreesit. t 'ct‘Ilet ityerol:Itnf :.-1 to
to criminality. A large percen.. and did, and we know she has
tage of the crimes committed gone to rest and to live with her Dale & Stubblelield's drugstore 
In
I will sell on the '21th day of
, take the place of calomel at Penlie(1.- . „, , ..s f.rkler To '<Lusty the said judge-
are committed by people whose two little brothers, who are to relieve July it i e•eteerp. al. at .the cie.4-,minds are in a depraved condi- with Jesus. _ . 
that is arantee,
constipation iven up the !woe d•iar In Mticia t'alloway coot,. - -....-
dition. Nearly all people in She leaves behind a husband, ,,
such state of mind are thus 1,e-' motherather, one •Nrother and' ver -j-aat 44 f. but without ny of the
ealomel, -
d f day. on ti e credit ot six months. tee
F.
cause of 'the practice of some -three sisters, besides a host of fecta f calomel. The f rol :P:1'7d, "gft• /It; ••• 41 re cr. 2
ratpyinutoveirt-ibey - --
bad habit-one of the worst of relatives and friends to mourn this medicine is Dodson'a Liver the,Sherill r d i4 4. ...Cll./Way COUft the
It., is said that 90 per cent. of • 
her death.
She only enjoyedmarried life lie4ititne at tlie tu 11 w corner of
which is cigarette smoking: Tone. It is a pleasant tasting roaaaise desert Proven f wet:
vegetable tonic that mildly stint.
the honors carried away from three months. Weep not dear ulates the liver and causes it to il..,is.aramAt:;ral%;or:ndl.. kr cent,tvor
colleges of late years are car. Nall for Mary is at rest, although work just right without • any thence north to 2-13
marked falling off on the part of God knows best. 
ro ;mat
ried away by the girls. This it was hard to give her up, but w-- ..,ie. Indanger of salivation. If it does I hence ;.t Li pole. to a slake. tiiti.ce
o;not fully satisfy you, you may -01, 2-13 ropti'e• to the north-east •imperative that some energetic ture of Vera Crur, but how the boys is attributed to no oth-I Her body was laid to rest in have your money back from the '''"1"r "1 Lim" 4%-'--
thence %%.-..t, vv i 1 11 
i ro•oli lioriti line
agency enlist in the battle many of us seriously cmsider er cause than .the smoking of Sedalia cemetery. stoie where you bought D0d30115. t.oe said Hoe to theagainst it. No one has a Woad. the thu3ands of young men we cigarettes. A retrograde not! Tis hard to break the tender) 
c r field or better opportunity for lose annually thru the evil ef-
effective work in this line than fects of the cigarette habit.
the teachers of the common We are often disposed to abuse
schools of our land.- the laws of our state for not
When the cigarette habit first prohibiting criminal practices.
gained a foothold on the Aineri-. But we cannot excuse our inac-
c.in people the teacher hal an tiv,ity in this case in that way.
opportunity to exert his influ- The legislatu-ehasdone its duty
once against it:, aid now that it along this line. We have the
has bacime a m e n a c e law, and now the one thing
MENEM.
;
Drink this
and be refreshed!
Sip by sip here's pure
enjoyment—cool com-
fort—a satisfied thirst
—a contented palate.
•
‘Thenever
)is see an
'rrow think
**t Coca-Cola,
:wmati.41 the it evy.ine 11.• full name—
same. esewurage initwtHutios.
•
„_••••--
, wards I) T. F. Martin Iho...._. 
yond a doubt, as shown in the speak the word muat we forever I will on Saturday July 18 at isis"..-iTeed rAc•oretetrbo dee• I. /Ilk No..
above ilIastration, but of the ed- Part? 10 o'cicck, offer for sale and tell I page 2116 lit Call,Avay co.unty eler'oc's
ucationof the present genera- Dearest loved one -we have. to the highest bidder at the "ince. Alive Ellwa•tis. wife of J. A..
-- -rlaid thee in the peace-rut-graves 'home of the rate J.-IST
' 7- able-Ertwreli-iiam7iiiis--ii-iTriogTlairluii:igvillurilatrie Tleiii:eme 11-1-e- :
tion.
Thanks to the purity of wo-
1 embrace, but the memory will four mil west of Mur the I meant! or (how r) in and to the said.manhood that she does not in..i be cheerished till we see thy.following rty: . I lend herein mortgaged. This . being '
dulge in the damnable habit to. heavenly face.-%ritten by a ALL kitchen • 
a very dangerous extent.
I would be pleased to have a' -.
_ cousin, Alattie Copeland. 
household thie;i7einiieuin,di:s lisi)sowissua•,se .a•ni. 'ebrziff _
1914.
goods.
ttle.
personal letter from all those
teachers who chance to read 
TO MAMMOTH CAVE
i One wagon and farming ire- I
One buggy.
' LrAigit.falitrors'aains.tele.'-:•
'these feeble remarks, bringing plements.
i' with it any suggestion they feel 
JULY i8
1
i Terms made known on day of Will Graham has sold his bak..
!like making in regard to the sale, -A. A. Jones, administra- ery to Ed Brown, also the build--Round trip. railroad fareq.90 tor J. M. Venable, deceased.'elimination of the _cigarette Beard at Ca e Hote includingi
n the Cave. Stings or bites of insects that ness to Dr. C. 0. Gingtes, Fred
beginning. c•ontainaig one-half acre
only threatens masculine humans cord when love has bound the Public Sale, and being the s•ttre Ito of Ntied LcT.
ity today but it is actually be. heart. Tis hard so hard to
' to". ti.rft dj1.1 ifr.t I.., J. A. gdo-_
Three head count). Ky.. this July
ing occupied by his bakery bosi-- habit. Let's inaugurate a vig- the several
orosousmcampaign agt be y and  a3ainst ‘i‘ta. threef or 6.d50.. s 
trip 
i p $1 . total cost for I are followed by swell. gs. pain' Burton will mo;:e- his barber,going on or itching hould e treated
will follow.
1 and many others I am sure
._. 
regular train. Hum dt 3:33p. promptly Li
S WLININ1ENT. date while the Mitchell meat
e rOiSODous. 'shop to the place at an eariy
--i
I
Dexter, Ky., R. 1.
H. Fitch. ra. - P. • ,_ i counteracts e Poiaon. It is4:45 p. m. Paris 5:10 P. nt I both antisi‘ptic and healing. •
I BALLARD'
market will move to the build-
,. Milan 3:56 D m McKenzie.
Limit on tickets 10 days. • Write i Price 25c
' 
50c and Vol per t. ing that will be vacated by
 or telephone_C-A-N.-A.gent.-'4-23+' tie. Sold by Vale- Ss- . . Burton. 
. 4
Nettie* al -Sale.
Calloway Circuit Court
it. F.adSchm er.vs
R. W. Howard and Giles McCui.teu,
DILA.
II) virtue of Judgement and order
of sale in the Cay.oway circuit cotton
rendered at the_April term. 191k for
the purpkse of satisfying ajudgemoInt
of $2:•4.91 at the rate of 6 per cent in-
terest from 'dal. till paid SI* the
costs herein expended. In order to
satisfy the said judgement I will
the foil fog described propert% a:
the court louse door Call a) coon.'
0. Ky., I. the '2".th lay Jul) 1914. 1
ti 1 o'clock . no. to highest and
tie.' bidder. (II redit of one:t lord
six month:, e-tbird due An nine
tin-trials anol • thirridne in twelve
mouths. I 4; per e...nt •
thi. date till ,ad with all '-
bond and good surely:
fine Frick saw mill. including IsO1-.
ee an• iengitie. saw rig an$1 attach,
ellen I • and a ',pant us. thereto, also
one blue lack about 14" hands'
which ia the property of GI,-
Cuiston together with the grow
ta‘en under nfy hand shri F 0. L BOREN, Agt. N. C. & St. L. Ry MurrayWa'
1.911*.
(-1,wity y • 1,1114  !ICI ;ttl. . stfAikAirttrAcusior mum mkt. •
- - -W"." •
!..o.eri ( t, . •
,
25 ROUND  TRIP
MURRAY To
NASHVILLE
THURSDAY, JULY 23rd.
TRAIN WILL LEAVE MURRAY AT 868 A. M.
Tickets will be good returning until train leaving Nashville al 2 IS p. m., Friday, July 24, 1914.
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nit and order
towaf---Ctretilt;
ern), 1914. for
the laid Judge-
3ank—Of new
with. Intirreet
S per cent fron1
.oete herein ea.-
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by the court
ay recover or
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27th day of
at .the
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presents herewith the most select list of property ever offered for sale in ,this ction of the country. These farm
lands are peculiarly adapted to the groWth of fine dark tobacco and rank amon 4he first in the world in its pro.-
duction, often yielding more than $ 100 per acre, ranging as high as $200 per a The annual yield in county
is ten to thirteen million pounds:
fen S.
Corn, Wheat, Rye, Oats, Hay, Cow Peas, Sorghum and every variety of vegetable products\grown in this latitude
do well here. Red Clover, Sweet Clover, etc., yield abundant harvest under approved methods of farming.
and-in-fact every variety of fruit grown irr-tbe South -AIR-
trat States does well in these very farms offered for sale.
Stock raising is an important indOstry with ready market for every pound of flesh produced, wl.leth
Horses, Mules, Cattle, Hogs, Sheep or Goats. A
Poultry taising is an ‘industry from which we receive returns twelve months in the year.
On
Our climate is excellent, annual rainfall 46 in., and other conditions generally conducive to growth of good
crOps.. The-suth—ce our county is level and ,undulating in the west and central parts; while the fertile valley of
the Tennessee River on the east side is skirted by a iange of hills from north to south. The elevation is sufficient
to render the climate healthfcl, .ing from 500 to 600 feet above sea level. Our water supply is abundant, there
being a splendid sheet of pure water at 4 rea§9nable depth beneath the surface.
es so
MURRAY, THE COUNTY SEAT
- ltielity deserving the title of 'Pride Of the Purchase," a splendid little city of
three thousand souls, and inhabited by as splendid citizenship as can be found in Ken-
tucky. Possesses miles of gravel streets and substantial concrete walks; a municipal
• 6 . • • •
and church-going, christian people: one of the most splendid high schoOls in the state
attended each year by hundreds of pupils from the county, and now consolidated with
the County High School, affording free tuition to all pupils of the county completing'.
the common school branches; a social life unparalleled in the whole south; here you find
no clAKs distinction and the only demand Made by society is a 'dean moral life; flamer:
ous tobacco factories and other enterprises giving employment to hundreds of laborers
every day; beautiful homes occupied by as hospitable people as lives anywhere; $71,000
da -for a home atid affords the county a slendid market for every e - the
appropriated by congress for a federal building; all combined makes the.ãIFideal
Iotion tof 
farm.
F
The facts set out above are well known to the people of this county, but on account of the wide circulation of this advertisement these matters are given this pulic-
ln fact, it is our purpose to send this advertisement throughout many states in order to acquaint other people with the great advantaies of this county, the possibifities of
our soil and the future in store for Calloway county. We iavite a comparison of land values as to production per acre, and when this is done it will be shown that more did-,
1 Jars' worth of farm products can be grown here per acre than can be raised upon lands selling for double the price of Calloway lands. Come and make your home with us amit
always be happy.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
All that can be said of the city of Murray can be said of the entire county
Of,CallontY and to it much Ciitild be added. Every locality has its splendid school an
-church, miles of good highways traverse the county in every direction and to these are
-
being added each year; the substanti
t
al and beautiful countty homes builded within the
past kew years are mute evidence of the increasing-prosperity of a happy, hospitable
and do-iti ented people; handsomest court house in Western Kentucky recently erected;
here the twenti-one titousand inNibitants live it peace with their neighbors and the
entire world and exte-As a welporne hand to the new comer.
+•••••••••-••••
.0.10
1
RESPECTFULLY YOURS TO SERVE,
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TELL US YOUR WANTS
F
A Home in Town, a Small Farm, a Large Farm, Timber Lands, Investments in Town or County
,
WE HAVE THEM, AND CAN FURNISH DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS
Our Office is Upstairs in the Citizens Bank Bldg. and You Are Always Welcome
DROP IN AND TELL US YOUR WANTS
•
•
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WE INVITE INSPECTION
HOMESEEKERS AND INVESTORS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO CALL AT OUR OFFICE
It is always a great pleasure for us to an-
swer questions regarding property
we have for sale.
We Take Pleasure in Futnishiqg Conveyance Free of Cost to Prospective Purchasers
w ,P
72s, 100racre.4 „of land lying going north from Penny, .30 to Murriy ein Oilhlic road, medium 
5116. 100 acres north of Nlurs' wells, cisterns. ponds, good-or-close to churc
h and school, high-
; Murray GradA S.liul dis :15 acres in fine timber, im-Prove- 
imProvimtats, good barn, well ray, 25 acres timber. 5.room chard. This farm has on 
it tiow ly producaive, see us for price.
tine wheat clever grass and •
w.th 2 tenant howea, p!enty of
stableroorn, abundant supply of
pore water, good orchards, plen-
°ty of timber; lots of good to6ac-
--0 land, plenty of barn room.
etc., price $.;,500.
- 523. 23,s 1. acres lying between
Providence and Concord; on pub-
lic road, 150 acres in open land
and balance in good timber. 5-
rsom resideneo. 2 barns, 9-ita1l_
stock barn. 1 good well, :; cis,
• terns, acre in peach orchard.
rolle to sehool, 1 gsoil tennant
• ase. 75 acres of this farm lies
c.reek. bottxun: -a fine itock
farm. price _
,-,5 acres 1n what is
known as the pigeon roest_bels,
in the Goshen vicinity;a,bout
acres cleared land, good 5-room
house, 2 good tobacco barns... '-
stall stock barn. plenty of tim-
, ter, price S5.1.0 s
96 acres five miles north-
west of -Murray: ona road,
s0 acres open land. 5-room resi-.
denee, 1 large frame barn, 7-
. stall stook barn, good well, 2
ponds, nice orchard, this farm
_ lies well and can be bought for
24 acres north of Murray
4 miles, s :cre3 in „thnlier, no
ininrovsmenta, price 901.1
- acres ia Hazel. Ky.,
• with good ;-room house, 1-stall
stable, :good well and cistern.
the very place for right party to
raise vegetablea far sale and get with nice o-rooni resider,ce. good
tro• Leosi;t• &-: a good school, frame barn, 1-stall stable, Well
water, some fruit trees, .an ex-
- so. -7s, acres 2 miles north of 
. ,
tra nice home for thZ• Arty who
Haool on the 1-10.-e1 and Morray don't like. to live close in, price
• rsad. 5-room- house, good barn, ‘.i; %Is°.
stos'a barn, well water, -517._ 1o0 acres fihe bottom
n orchard. convenient to farm near Alino, well improved,
school and church. lots of tine -highly productive, splendid corn-
bottom land, has acres good munity, there is no land in the
timber. This farm can be bought county that4xcels this in the
for $4,200. production of all kinds of crops
530. -1!! acres. 2 miles west of grown in this part of tne coon-
'Murray on -Public- road, 3-rirm. try. Parties desiring to buy a
house, 2 barns, stables. good home"'that is absolutely first
well, pond, orchard. etc.. and a class, should see this farm be-
real bargain at $1.90o. fore buying, price and terms
50 acres on Kirksey and right. ---
Aoaia road, about lo acres of l 518. House and lot in ,West
t miser. Common improvements, Murray. just out-of the city lim-
gnod well, s-acre orchard, price its, nice 4.room cottage, sur-
$1.stiOO raunded by fine shade, good
533. acres on New Murray garden, lot with -small st
ables,
and ShilOh roacto-12-acres clear- concrete walks city 
water ancl
ed. good 5 Stall stable, 2 cisterns, ' lights, price sl.a00.
pond, good orchard: .1-roori. istesi•I -
• 
e50. rA)1 acres 2 miles north
Si 200. 
Islurrayseaaatablic road, 1-room
_ . house. good-frame barn, 6-stall
son. 1 acre of land in Kirkse' stable, good well df water, 10
with nice 3 room house, plenty acres in timber, convenient to
of outbuildings, cistern, garden, church and school, and can be
etc.. good location, price $650. bought for $2,100.
enc.. in se sicin y. price
536: *40. acres 3 miles west of: -&-'11-.-- 57 acres near Stella on
. Murray. . 3-room house, large , Murray and Mayfield road, about
frame barn, good cistern' farm 12 acres of timber, reasonably 1
has 35 acres open land. one of i well issioaosas plenty of barn
the cheapest places in the coun-l.room, good tobacco land and one
ty- at the -price, -41.5011. , Of the best farms se k
new-etre
537. 160 acres lying 3 
miles for $1,375.
- I
east of Kirksey. on public road 552: 35 acres. 3 miles 'Wes
t of
close- to good school, timber_ good well ancLcistern, good or-
enough to furnish home, price chard, 75 aces of this farm will
$2,00% produce good tobacco, and lies
53. Vacant lot on Price St.. 
in one of the best locations of
the county, price $6,a00.
x Itto feet within four blocks
of square, this lot is extra cheap Z417. 5o acres 3 miles vast of
price $6:01, s Kirksey, has Sacres of timber,
551. .0ee 51 acre farm near 3-room hOuse, 2 barns 6-stall sta-
Taylor's Store. This farm lir* We; well water. and an e
xtra
parctically level, is considered a, good farm for the price $1
,375.
choiee-piecesof- Tends hut -os/t10- sores on public road
proved, there is about. 15 acrta
of nice, tins4er, geed community.
This property has been reduced
21) per cent for quick soli. and, is
absolutely a bargain. _ us.'
555, 70 acres near Penny, 10
a.:res in timbicr, medium improve
ments, good ell, small orchard,
convenient to church and school,
wall located. price $3:2 0.
rood well and cistern. about 5e
acres in branch bottom, 1110
acres good tobacco land, our Catr
(lid opinion is that the man who,
buys this farm, buys an extra,
bargain. Price $5.600.
fi538. •• acres, close to Mar-
tins 4 hapet good 3 room frame
house. s barns, good s stall stock
barn, well "water, pond, fine or-
chard. 15Stb 2n acres in the bot-
tom. 10 Oseretotimber, and the
price it
539. W1 acres on Murray and
NOW burg era o. room residence
and tenant hernnr,'"7 stall stable, ,
cistern, pond. orchard, .etc., price'
S'1,600.
510. • 30 . acres of land near
Outland's store, about s5 acres
cleared, unimproved, but all un-
der fence, splendid location.
price $1,100.-
511: House and lot in West
Murray. lot 4;4 4 'X 100 feet with
3-room house, good well, close to
Institute, price $525.
5t2; 4:: acres near Coldwater,
3s acres cleared, .;-room house,
stables, etc., plenty of water.
This farm lies on the Mayfield
road. price Slo 00.
511. 1', acres near City limits
of West Murray :room house.
good stab!e, well water, conven-
ient to Murray high school. nth:or--
soils%
north of penny.... 3-room house;
barns, 1-stall stable, 11 acres
bottom land, resideace and Sta-
bles practically new. • $1,20 s
561. 51 acres-on Mu rraaa and
Calloway -town road, 1-room
frame houss, barn, stables, etc.
This. farm is well _located and Is
%veil worth the money. -price
s1.2.10.
5541. 61 acres 2 miles N. \V.
of Murray, 2 'acres in the bot-
tom, 11 acres timber, nice 3-room
house, barn, 11-stall stable; nice
orchard, close to church and-ter 60 acres of this farm is.- fine
school, and cheap at the money,'-
price $1s750. 
bottom land, ridge land allin
timber, price 4.900.
. 558. In the theart of city of
Puryear, Tenn., we hays some
la•ge vacant lots that are cheap,
the who:e of them can be bought
for $hoo. It there ask Mr. Du-
mas ahout them.
55". 20 acres of-land f o irr
up to Coldwater. Ky.. 3r. -
's. good s- mask barn. --o!
ty of water, convenient toe:, .
and elose to graded school s_ -
little home for $2.100.
o54. ----sk;r-eS near Fair Ground
•
en-
ch
ice
000 70 acres near W. Pork
-church in West Callowny,.. ai out
15 acrss in timber, good 1 room
luut,e, frame barn. common sta-
bles, cistern, pond, etc cor. ven-
lent to church and school. price
$1,60•1,
' 561.house and lot on S iuth
Curd St., size of lot (.12..x121) ft.,
house old, but this is in our opin-
ion one of the most desirable
I places in this part of town, price
,
15 acres s-tit-nber, good 3-room
562. 114 acres near W'esi fork house new frame barn 2" x'40
.church in West Calloway, about -feet 7-stall stable, nice orchard,
lei. acres open land, good 6-room sand well worth the money, price
residence with barns., plenty sta-
ble room, water, timber. etc.,
greater part of farm lies well. is 576. 55 acres lying near Pot-
highly productive of staple crops tertovern 5" acres open land. im-
of this country, price $-In per provements are common, cistern
acre. water, etc., price $000,
570.- 113 -acres lyilig near Sul-
phur gprings church, on Comsord
andPinebluti road, conimon im-
provments, well and-cistern wa=
o71, 128 acres on Murray and
Calloway town road, 109 a&res:-
cleared, 2 settlements, plenty of
barn and stable room. good loca-
tion plenty water, orchard. etc .
price $3,1 0 s
:72. One .vacant lot on Price
St. 100 x fest and cgs bs
bought for $ 50. .
„ ; • s acres-i
of. M-ors •-•
lo,use, go- horn, ,t%!: stifirJ-
eistern, pond. g ood orchard, s.ese
to :-7ood- Ts-ticolo and- i-priecd tat
592," 94 acres 1 mile South cf
CO rn crops, show it to be •Hazel; 4:room house, 2 sets sta-
one of the richest farms in Hen. lbes,-well. cistern, pond, abost
ry county, splendid location,
suited to cut into small farms if 
10 acres timber, price $4,230.
desired, terms to suit, deferred 593, !4.1 acres 1 mile North of
payments 6 per cent, for price Jones Mill, Henry county, Tens-..
see us. 39 Beres cleared. 1-room house.
1 large barn, well with putno.
Coss S7'.: acres lying on gravel convenient to church and school.
road between Mufray-end Cher's-- , acres bottom land and consid-
ered near Newhope Chu
rch, -4,1
acres open land, 7-room frame 
a bargain at $O625.
residence, 3 good barns,. 7-stall 504. -0 acres near Goshen
stables cisterns and well water, pigeon roost belt, lots of frerh
pond, 21 acres hi orchard, one- land, 29 acres in timber, nice
half of this farm good tobacco. new 9-room frame residence, 3
land, we think a real bargain at barns, 6-stall stable, 2 cisterns,
$1.200. ;pond, 2 acre orchard, this farm
lies in one of the 'best farming
581. 90 acres on the Graves belts in the county, poice $5,600.
and Calloway line, North
of Browns Grove, about 75 acres. Zi!'5. 40 acres on Lynnville--
cleared, nice 7-room frame house and Vealsburg road, common im-
large frame barn, good stock provments, plenty water, small
barn. plenty water, orchards, orchard, price $1,100.
tehant house, this farm ia con- . •596. 50 acres on Cuba and
sidered a bargain .at S3,69u; Lynnville road, unimproved, all
 coil
5s2. 165 acres on Newburg cleared. price $2,1110.
roast, *0 eel.* s cleared. 6-room 597. 76 acres on Vealsburg
house, barns: s-stall Stable, and Cuba road, 10 acres timber,
cistern, well, pond, etc., nice 4 water, good orchard, 3-room
acre orchard, this farm lies about house, large barn, good stock
irides west of Newburg price:,barn, for price and terms, see us.
S12 eer acre.
• ao,,, , acres near Lynnville.
20 acres lying near Pub- aboa: 50 acres cleared, 4-room
lie road running from, isossil to house, -1 barns good stock barn.
Crossland. can:lease, 3-room new- - •this farm lies on pubic road,
house. goad barn, .-rstall ssable the above farm and this, are
cistern, pond, etc, price
4 , among -the best in Graves cour.-
To 1. 30L 'acres 'in iy, price $5,506.
-acres open lard], 5-roo.in • Ajmoornal, about 40 acres clear-
( alio-was, on spublic road. -4 -600. 56 acres on Murray and
barns. stahles.-CersiS, ad, 24 sores in lottom, 4-room
etc., one of the nicest locations, 1 have. 1-stall -stable.
orice ,1,. • so/ good well, .plenty of stock water.
aey. about lo acres timbertollim 601, 4:; acres in Edgehill.
Iflose to church and school, price -
. So 3 acres lying 5 rinks 
585. 100 acres near JaCkson
North of Wifely near Flint.- all 
school house. Northeast of Kirk- $2•
50-0•
the land cleared 2 barns; _other. lies reasonablrwell, fairly well school district. house 3 barns,
impporehisnts common. good improved, close to church and cistern, this farrnocan be bought
well. spring, etc.. close to church
and school, price$9 
school, in one of the best 'Oren- for cash balance easy terms,
ing Irlts in this section of the Price $1,0-.0.
acres near Jackson counts.. Call be divided into 2 60.as
. . • school house north of Murray, nice a:ro farms, price 41,200.  
_
563. 72 acres lying 34 South V'47. -.4 acres on Kirksey and
B d .1
otandConcord road. near Graves
581. 20 acres near Coldwater. countyline, about 60 acres clear-
practically all fresh land, well ed, house, 3 barns,
 6-stall stable.
improved, splendid 7-room-frame cistern, pond, etc.,
 this farm has
house, 1 frame barn, good 6-sta4l plenty ofaplen
d 
one 
f he 
best
idbonttotmland 
chard, mile of graded school,
stable, cistern, pond, young or-
ands
considered
in the neighborhood, price $4,7S0A 
price 4.41,25.0. • 
5s7. 07 acres lying in Henry 
I> 3. 6 acres lying immediately
Weat of Murray, on State road.
1 1 of these beautiful building
county. Tenn., in Terrap reek
bottom, 5-room hous rn 
spots, so eagerly sought for bye 24 x
f
WestCalloway, 57 acfk open A mo road. 50 acres open land. 36 feet, 7-stall sta. 1 acres
land, 3-roorn house, barn. 4 stalT bottom land, 4-room good
bles, good well, pond, few fruit frame house, 2 good barns, Ostall
I h Itrees, close to churcham sc op stable w,ell and   water 1spring
price $3.000 this place is 7 mile from Murray L
on Benton road on mail route,
564. House and lot in Murray price $3,500.
2 blocks of court square. two
story frame house with large 578,, 30 acres lying 'hear Ut-
porch, good garden, large lot terback school house: timber '
with plenty stable roomo_equipp- enough to run the farm,' 4-room
ed with city. water; sewerage, house, good frame barn, stables,
and can be bought for $3,250. good well, etc., price $1,500..
•
565. 0 house57t'. 2 acres near Cottage
75 x 170 ft. in North Murray on Grove in Tennessee, all fine
urd St. small stables, good gar- wheat, clover, corn and tobacco
den, etc.. and Worth the money, land. nice O-room residence, large
ask us regarding price, frame stock barn, plenty water.
everybody as a home on state
roid, young orchard of 80 tree,,
in timber, good ell. orchard, this will make someone a beau-
etc., price $2. tiful home, price and terms
5s9. 105 acres lying near
Buchanan, Tenn.. on Puryear
and Buchinon road. to acetyl
open land, 6-room frame house,
2 barns, -6-stall stable, lots of
good bottom land: close to
church and school, price $3,000.
591. 217 acres, about 1s5
acres cleared, 100 acres bottom
land, nearly all above oVer flow,
this farm lies on the head-waters
of-tei+apen Creek in Graves
county, nice new frame residence
tobacco barns, 2 stock barns.
right.
• 604. 42 acres at Crossland.
acres cleared land,
practically all good tobacco land,
splendid-location, up to date 8-
roam framed residence in good
condition, other buildings neces-
sary for a farm of- tro size,
plenty water, fine orchard. price
$3.600-
605. 37i acres on Elm Grove
and Cherry road, 3-roorn house.
barn, stables, well and ewers.
2 ponds, orchard, close to school.
price $1.:450, $900 cash, balance
easv. s per cent interest.
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File This Copy for Reference
At Our Office Can be Found a Map of Every County in The United States
Any Information That We are in Possession of Regarding any Kind of Real Estate Anywhere Will be Gladly Given
606. 120 acres at Penny. about
2 acres timber, 1-room frame
residence, 3 barns, stables. etc.
The lay of this land is splendid.
good community. This farm is
i.urrounded by land ranging
from 60 to 100 dollars per acre.
oar price on this farm is $50 per
acre.
607. SO acres near Penny.
common improvemnts, plentyt.
water, timber. etc., good com-
munity, land lies well, price
$2.500,
12 acres bottom land
just north of Murray. :;-room
house, almost new barn. I-stall
stable, well, and a nice little
home for 11.5 0.
011. 80 acres about 6 miles
north of Murray. about c.0 acres
cleared, this farm lies on the
Kirkaey and Alm° road, it; acres
bottain land, 3-room house, 2;
barns, 10-stall stable, good well. !
orchard, etc., price $2.600. •
612. 38/2 acres in Edgehill
school district, nice bran new
5-room frame residence. good
tenant house. cistern, good
stock water, convenient to church
and school, price $1,'"9-
613. 50 acres near Backus-
burg on Murray and Mayfield',
road, 38 acres cleared, nice cot:-
tage home, barn, stable, etc.,
cistern, pond. etc:, would sell or
Exchange for home in ,Murray,
orice $1.050.
614. 80 acres on Murray and
Backusburg road, extra good
improvements. 6-room house.
barn, ti-stall stable, plenty water
good tenant house and stables.
price f-2.510.
615. 107 acres on Murray and
Newburg road, 4-room house. 2
barns, 7-stall stable, 2. cisterns,
3 ponds, 3 acre orchard. The
price on this property having
been reduced $2a0 it is consider-
ed a bargain at $1,850.
616. 42 acres in Southwest
part of the county, new improve-
ments, residence. 2 barns, 6-stall
stable. about 36 acres cleared,
practically all new ground..
small orchard. price $1,700.
f;17. 7!) acres in southwest
part of Calloway county, 55 acres
cleared, 3-room house, 7-stall
stable, orchard, cisterns, ponds,
etc.. price #1,900.
•
61S. 5-1 acres in Edgehill
school district, southwest part of
Calloway county, 35 acres clear-
ed. 4-room house, barns 3-stall
plenty- -water,, etcyi-prief
$1,000. 
i
•
620. 2 acres in Backusburg
with store house 21 x 72 feet,
3-room residence, this is one of
the best points in Calloaay coun-
ty, for business without any
competrition. price on application.
621. 10 acres of land just
west of Murray under good fence,
unimproved, :k) acres cleared,
good state of cultivation. mile
to good school, price $50 per acre
622.-'35 acres on Murray and
Concord road. about 18 cleared,
practically fresh -land, 3-room
house. 1 barn, stables, cistern,
pond, price $700.--$400 .cadi bal-
lance 1 year 6-per cent.
623. Is'. acres on Murray and
Newburg road, 6 arces timber.
good 1-rosm residence, 3 barns
6-stall stable. cistern. I ponds.
good orchard, coni-enTent to
church and school, price $:.500.
• 624. 167 acre,; 6 miles South-
west of Murray and A miles
Northwest of Hazel. 5' acres in
timber' medium sresidence.
barns, 4-stall stable, fine, well of
water, 2 acre orchard and close
to good school. On this farm
there is 100 acres fine tobacco
land, if you are looking for a
bargain you had better see us
regarding; this one for it is going
to sell, the price is less thsan $10
per acre. see us about this one.
412a. 15 acres between Mtrr-
ray ani Almo. about 12 to 1.-•
acres r:dge on which the
buildings stand, ballance rich
loamy bottom ' d. plentY of
timber, water. good fresh tobac-
co land, etc.. nice residence, two
tenant houses. 2 barns. 6-stall
.11
stable. good well, orchard, etc.
This is one of the best farms in
the county for $50 per acre.
,
626... 100 acres on the Graves
and Calloway county line, 60
acres in Calloway, 10 in Graves,
4- room house, ;4 barns, S•stall
stable, other out buildings, this
farm lies well for a ridge farm
and can be:boug
627. ao acres between Cold-
water and Browns Grove. This
farm all lies well, 20 acres tim-
ber. 7-room frame residence, 2
barns. 10-stall stable, 2 cisterns,
2 ponds, good orchard, in Cold-
water graded school district, one
of the nicest homes in the coun-
ty, good community. price $75
per acre.
62s. 11P acres near Salem
school house in the west part of
the county, 3-room house, barn,
stables, etc. This is a good lit-
tle tobacco farm, land lies well
young orchard.--a mile to good
school. price $2,200.
629. One nice :.-room frame
resruen-ce on good lot well locat-
ed in wet Murray, near Murray
high school, known as the Judge
Wells place. - good stables and
other out building. garden, or--
chard, price $1, 0.
630. 150 acres 4 Trifles North
f Murrav on Vadesboro road,
more than 11, ) acres bottom landj
plenty of timber. -7-room frame
: house, 2 frame barns-,-1 Tog barn
, stables,, etc.. three wells, orchard ,
, good location., one of the most
desirable homes in the commui-
I 
ty. price $.30 per acre.
631. 40 acres just Southeast
of Murray. about acres clear-
ed land. all under splendid wire
s fence, otherwise unimproved_
price $1.500.
632. 90 acres 1 mile north .of
:Brandon's Mill, 6' acres cleared,
Ilroorn house, barn, stables, etc..
prr:e 12,40. 0. $1,000 cash, bal-
lance easy 6 per cent.
' 633. 82i, acres near State road
I less than 1 mile from city limits of
I M-irray. 0.! acres cleared. 5-room , easy 8 per cent.
house, !barns, S-stall stable, well,
pond, 2 acre orchard, land lies
well, good tobacco farm, price
$75 per acre.
621. 100 acres just north of
Hazel on Murray and Hazel road
8) acres cleared, bottom land.
5-room house. 2 barns, 7-stall
stable, good well in yard, pond,
. mire oreb.ard. -Prim $5,00'.
•
643. One nice new 5 room
frame residence, near InstOle
on Elkins street on lot 75 "I 1..2
,feet, price $1,250.
641. 71 acres 4 miles south- j
west of Murray on Boydsvillei
road, considered one of the best I
tobacco farms' in the county, 3.
room frame residence, 3 barns,
5-sUiritable, good well,--pon ,
80 acres on Murray and
Newburg road, all in timber, un-
improved, price, $50o.
6:a1. s0 acres near Stone school
house, on Murray and Provi-
dence road, about 15 acres nice
timber, fafrn lies well, no waste
land 5-room house. 3 good barns.
stables. wagon and buggy sheds,
tenant house. • mile of 'good
school, one of the. best tobaccol
farms in thecommunity, price'
$2,700.
637.. • One good 6-room two
story frame residence, within 3
blocks of Court square, conven-
ient to school, saendid neighbor-
hood, see it before buying a
home in Murray. price $1,600.
63s. 6 acres of land with 6-
room 'residence, store house 18 \
24 feet. 6-stall stable, well; etc ,
.L'acre-orchard; about 5 miles
from Murray. a -good point for
general merchandise with no
competition, price and terma! 647. 196 acres 1 mile north-
right, see tra. west of Concord near the June,
63 acres, just south of tion of Panther Creek and Blood
Boydsville, most of which is river, ,100 acres cleared, 130
rich loamy bottom land, the .acres of rich bottom land, plen-
' ridge land being productive of !ty of timber, water, etc., 6-roomgood crops of tobacco, wheat etc. house, large tobacco barn. "stall3-room house. 2 barns. plenty of
,„„,,„,„4-stable. orchard. This farm iswater. price S1.750.
highly productive of any crops641.. Nice., room house on lot
grown in this country and is a120 x 200 feet, dose to Murray
splendid stock farm, terms. _High School, good neighborhood
cash, balance 3 years S per ciitit.price S1.250.
'price-a6.1 1110;
orchard, etc., price $7,5 per acre.
645. 86 acres on 1.ynnville
and Boydsville road, near the
latter place, about 10- acres in
timber, 5-room house 2 barns, 6-
stall stable, 2 cisterns. 4 ponds,
1.;! acre orchard, price p,500.
646. 140 acres on Murray and
Mayfield road, in West Calloway
lying_en_the Gnives county line
north of said road, about 30
,Acres of timber, about 14 of this
farm is considered tobacco land,
the lay of thia land is good,
fenced and, cross fenced with
excellent wire fences, conven-
ient to good schOol. fronting on
two public roads, 5 room house.
•
tenant house. 2, large tolga,ao
barns, 7-ratill qt.:Ade, well wattr,
pond, convenient to Church and
school. This farm can be bought
for a5,100, its Worth the mon-y.
1;49. 2!1 acres at 1; ibbs
roads. acres in timber small
house. good barn. The man
'looking for a place for an excel-
ent Taaan-iT1V-Usiness ought
to see_ us, price $1.000.
650. 63 acres northeast ras
Alm on Dexter and Alm° road,
3-room house, barn, small sta-
bles, cistern, bond, nice Ii acre
orchard, convenient to church
and school, price $1,200, cd4h..
be! nce 4 per cent
• 642. 65 acres near Elm Grove
church. 10 acres new ground. 2"
acres timber. nice new 5 room _
frame house, new frame barn
new stables, a nice little home
for ta,000.• :‘ or !! cash, balance
-
- I
2 barns, room_ for 6000 sticks of
toliacco, new frame stock barn,
2 cisterns. 1- ponds. 2 acre' or-
chard, price $5,3120, cash, ba!-
ance easy per cent.
648. 72 acres lying 3 Miles
west of Murray. about half-way
between State road and Boyds-
ville road. 12 acres in timber,
good ieroom frame house, good
.651. 60 acres near the Nt-A--
berg road. about 4 miles west.of
Tennessee river. :at acres clear-
ed, unimproved except 1 rig
barn and small orchard. pr.ce
$500. cash balance 6 per cent.
652. 1 3 room frame res_ide. n:.-e -
on 2', acre lot in Nirksey.
well located, good stable, ,
teinNet.e, same. fruit trees, t v-.. -
cry toet of this !and js hig:.ly
productive and is worth tne
'money. s725.
-653. 3!) aerts in the Penny
Ineag• 'hborhoix.. there is no richer
!littre farm to---be found in t'ne,
anitry than this:one. mi4t all
!rich tobacco lant10 well improv-
ed, new 'millings. good well
with concrete wall. pod teigh-
borhood. Price S2,75ig.
-654. 7.4 acres on Murray and
•Wadesboro road. 10 acrtl
room house. barn. 1-stall
ble, plenty watex. 3 acre .
-Chard. Price $1.500. 
633. One hotnse and • 1-a:re
lot in Lynn' r-9w near E177.
Craw font's, located. con-
venient to church and graiA
school. Price $5100.
Six Men to Handle the Business - Six Counties Represented-
Five Years Experience - Approximately Nine Hundred Thousand Dollars
Worth of Business Sold
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